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Abstract
As applications of information storage and retrieval systems are becoming more widespread,
there is an increased need to be able to communicate with these systems in a natural way.
Natural Language applications in the 1990s, as well as in the foreseeable future, have more
demanding requirements. Current Natural Language Processing approaches alone have proven
to be insufficient as they lack to obtain linguistic understanding. A more suitable approach
would be to adopt Computational Linguistics theories, such as the Lexical-Functional
Grammar (LFG) theory complemented with Artificial Intelligence representation and
processing techniques.
A prototype Question-Answering System has been developed. It takes Natural Language
parsed interrogatives, produces the Functional and Semantic structures according to the LFG
representation. It compares the functional behaviour of verbs and their linguistic associations
in a given query with a general Object Model in that specific domain. It will then attempt to
deduce more information from the given processed text and represent it for possible queries.
The structural rules of the LFG and the deduced common-sense domain specific information
resolve most of the common ambiguities found in Natural Languages and enhance the
understanding ability of the proposed prototype.
The LFG theory has been adopted and extended: (i) to examine the constituents of the
heoretical, syntactic and semantic of Arabic interrogatives, an area which has not been
horoughly investigated, (ii) to represent the Functional and Semantic Structures of the Arabic
nterrogatives, (iii) to overcome the word-order problem associated with some Natural
^anguages such as Arabic, (iv) to add understanding capabilities by capturing the
;ommon-sense domain specific knowledge within a specific domain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Natural Language Processing and
Computational Linguistics
The idea behind this work is to develop a computer system using Natural Language (NL) as a
front-end communication language. As a native speaker of Arabic, we felt that there was a
need for a more in-depth study of the syntactic and semantic structures as well as common-
sense domain knowledge of the language and hence, was motivated to provide a NL interface
to a Arabic text. This idea has finally found expression in this project.
Research in NL front-ends to database dates back to the mid 1970's. Some of these projects,
(e.g., Robot; see chapter two) emerged from the laboratory to become commercial products.
Others lacked popularity or are still in the research stage of development.
NL has been described as any language that humans learn from their environment and use to
communicate with each other as part of their intelligent behaviour. Kay, [Kay-80] defined
NL as a system for encoding and transmitting ideas. It is this "system" which allows us to
understand what to do, when to do it and how to do it. Whether language is spoken or
written, every message has a structure and the elements of the language are related to each
other in a recognisable way.
NLP refers to the analysis of human languages and involves the study of the structure of these
languages, e.g., their grammar rules, [URL 02], A typical language system may require
something along the lines of: knowledge about the language itself such as word order(s),
knowledge about the word arrangement, and the actual meaning of these words in terms of
semantics and common-sense. It should be capable of accepting input in NL text, storing
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knowledge related to the application domain, drawing inferences from that knowledge,
answering questions based on the knowledge and generating responses.
The term NLP can be divided into two parts, namely, the theoretical and the practical. The
theoretical aspects deal with the construction of computational linguistic theories in order to
mimic the human mind using psychological and philosophical way for better understanding.
The practical aspects involve the actual engineering of NL system in order to implement an
application in a domain such as traffic accident. Therefore, and within the field of Artificial
Intelligence, NLP and Expert Systems have been influenced by human technology as the
overall structure of AI tree in Figure (1.1) illustrates.
Robotics
Vision
Linguistics Computer Science
Psycholinguist!cs Corpus
Linguistics
Computational
linguistics
Adaptive Systems Biology
Pattern Recognition Management ^
Information
System
^*T!ommunicaKoiStatisticsMathematics^rationallesearch
Figure A.l The Origin of Computational Linguistics within the AI tree
Work undertaken under the umbrella of Linguistics and Computer Science disciplines
combined has led to the construction of new working systems with various applications, such
as:
• Spelling Systems such as Microsoft Word for Arabic 97, [URL 06];
• Speech Recognition Systems such as Natural Speck Software 97;
• Machine Translation such as Application Technology, [URL 04];
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• Interfaces with databases such as CHAT [Patr-93], [URL 08].
1.2 The Problem of Natural Language Processing
Within the field of NLP, it is not possible to simply take an existing formalism or a theory,
which works, for another language and apply it to say Arabic. Furthermore, to our knowledge,
there are limited frameworks in Arabic linguistics, which cannot serve as a theory for the
computational understanding of Arabic interrogatives. A number of aspects of Arabic syntax
work have been dealt with, within the framework of the purely linguistic Government and
Binding (GB) Theory 1, but with no computational linguistic approach. This forced
researchers in this field to use their native knowledge and competence in Arabic and compare
this with other languages such as English, which has many sources already available to it. In
the first stage of developing this project, and within the Lexical-Functional Grammar Theory
(LFG), [Kapl-82], our research focused on what sort of theoretical framework we should
adopt. The result of this research was:
1. To adopt the proposed LFG syntactic analysis of the Arabic interrogatives in chapter four.
2. To adopt the proposed LFG semantic analysis of the Arabic interrogatives in chapter five.
3. To adopt the proposed LFG common-sense domain knowledge structure in chapter six.
4. To combine the above LFG structures and analysis with the objects behaviour of the
domain model in chapter seven.
These four different approaches, combined with the Arabic language, form our unique
integrated model; as it seems that they lend themselves to application to the Arabic language.
For instance, Arabic tends towards frame structure by the very nature of its cases and
agreement system. For example, within the Functional Structure of the LFG theory, verbs can
be presented with their subjects/objects according to their gender, masculine verbs have to
agree with masculine subject/object, whereas feminine verbs have to agree with their
feminine subject/object. However, there are some exceptions that have to follow certain rules.
1.3 Computational Aspects of Natural Language Processing
'in 20th-century research into syntax has been contributed to Chomsky [Chom-81], Chomsky is pivotal, whether
his successive theories are adopted, or alternatives formulated in reaction to his emphasis on syntax in
linguistics. Government and Binding theory has been proposed mainly for the syntactic analysis ot languages.
The theory provides an analysis of a given sentence and shows which category such as Noun Phrase governs
other categories such as Adjective.
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Computational Linguistic Approach
When undertaking development of a NL system, it is advisable that this system should be
referred to a theoretical framework. If a particular system is set against a theoretical
framework, it becomes possible to show explicitly how it is linked with other work in related
fields. Of all Computational Linguistics theories known to us, the Lexical-Functional
Grammar Theory (LFG) has been selected to fulfil our purposes. More justification details are
in chapter four.
Unlike the GB theory, the LFG theory is designed to be computationally tractable, and in this
respect, the theory is of interest to computer scientists. The original design of the theory has
been developed with the intention of serving as a grammatical basis for a precise
computationally and psychologically related model of human languages [Bres-85], Another
distinguishing feature of the LFG theory is that it applies different level structure to the
constituent level as well as to the functional level. This can be applied to Arabic to describe
the Arabic word orders in a satisfactory way. It is capable of expressing the properties of
Arabic word orders and their phrasal structure, since it provides the Constituent Structure in
which the order of the Noun-Phrase (NP) and Verb-Phrase (VP) constituents can be expressed
(relatively) freely, and the Functional Structure, which can express the predicate-argument
and agreement relations between the constituents in any word order of the Arabic language.
For Arabic Interrogatives, in our view, the best way of ensuring the grammar of an
interrogative is to refer to a Computational Linguistic theory which can analyse and
accommodate these grammatical rules within the lexicon. If such a theory were to be
employed, the grammatical rules of a suggested system such as Chat-80 [Warr-82] would be
given more linguistic solidity.
1.4 Motivations and Contribution of the Research
Natural Language Systems (NLS) are still in the early stages of their full development and are
not yet widely known or fully accepted. Users of the interactive NLSs, very seldom type long
complicated sentences of the kind that it's found in literary works. Given the Computational
Linguistic approach and NLP, to our knowledge, there is nothing specific or oriented in
Arabic Computational Linguistics, which may serve as a theory for the computational
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understanding of Arabic system [Yama-94b], This has influenced our research decision to use
a number of theoretical aspects within the AI field and Computational Linguistics and justify
these theories and put them forward as requirements to achieve an ideal NLS which is
suitable for Arabic. Furthermore, an approach or theory, which can handle English
phenomena, will not necessarily handle the Arabic equivalent, as they differ in their structure
and word orders.
Therefore, the main aim of this research is to help the user interact with the machine. The
major challenge in designing a NLS, is to enable a computer to understand human languages.
Conversation between humans is a powerful communication tool, and requires the full
intelligence and world knowledge of the human participants. This implies that a computer
able to interact, not only in NL but also in a natural way, offers unlimited scope for NLP.
Research Methodology
The problem domain was critically investigated with respect to related work. The theoretical
work has been fully described in chapter four, five, six, and seven. In order to prove this
theoretical work; it was necessary to construct a prototype, where several newspaper stories
have been successfully queried. The building of a prototype helped to realise the specific goal
and provided useful feedback into the research investigation.
The notation employed in this thesis for the representation of objects is that of Ignizio [Igni-
91]. The Kappa Rule Based System with its presentation tools and the Object Management
Workbench (OMW) have been used for implementation purposes.
1.5 The Main Theoretical Issues of the Thesis
Most Question-Answering Systems (QAS) lack linguistic analysis of the language they serve.
Traditionally, QASs relied on NLP techniques instead of adopting a proper linguistic theory
to analyse their data. In [Yama-94a], we have argued for the use of a linguistic theory as a
main component of Natural Language Question-Answering Systems (NLQAS). Subsequently,
this gives these QASs and our own project more linguistic substance, thus enhancing our
understanding of the theoretical issues of NLs, whereby different levels of linguistic
categories for possible answers can be analysed. In order to analyse these interrogatives, we
have adopted the Lexical-Functional Grammar, [URL 10].
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The LFG treatment of co-ordination deals with constituents such as NP subjects and objects,
which can be distributed over predicates using linguistic rules. However, the distribution of a
verb in a conjunction construction has not received formal treatment in LFG. In Arabic, as
our traffic accident domain indicates, it is possible for co-ordinate interrogatives of both word
orders to share a verb. The thesis focuses on three main theoretical issues:
1. Syntactic Analysis of the Interrogative;
2. Semantic Analysis of the Interrogative;
3. Common-sense Domain Knowledge of the Interrogative.
1.5.1 Syntactic Analysis of the Interrogative
The Arabic interrogative has been syntactically analysed by the adoption of a computational
linguistic theory, namely, the LFG theory, to linguistically analyse the constituents of the
interrogative with a view to gaining a broader understanding of the linguistic structure of its
constituents. This theory has been partially extended in order to accommodate the
interrogative verbal gapping phenomena of Arabic co-ordination in QASs, thus giving these
interrogatives more linguistic substance. More details are given in chapter four.
The proposed prototype produces complete Functional-Structure (F-Structure) for the
Interrogative including syntactic features such as Feminine/Masculine and their agreements in
order to show the completeness of the F-Structure. This is important for the Arabic syntactic
agreements. The constituents of the F-Structure contents come from the parsed interrogative
words stored in the Lexicon. Each constituent appearing in the F-Structure has a category;
each category has a category name and a list of feature values.
1.5.2 Semantic Analysis of the Interrogative
The second main theoretical issue deals with the semantics of the interrogative. It has become
apparent during our research that the semantics for the declarative is not the same as the
semantics for the interrogative (cf. [Groe-90], and [Engd-86]). Hence the proposal of a new
approach of semantic for the interrogative. It appears that the declarative type theory of
Montague's Semantics [Mont-74] as outlined and exemplified in [Dowt-81], can be extended
to form a new Semantic Structure within the LFG theory specifically for the interrogative.
This, in our view, should form a suitable basis for a general semantics algorithm for the
interrogative, and subsequently for a theoretical interrogative approach which can be
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implemented computationally in a QAS. A full explanation of these interrogative types and
their rules is given in chapter five.
1.5.3 Common-sense Domain Knowledge of the Interrogative
The phrase 'Common-sense Domain Knowledge' is given to the process of understanding the
behaviour of objects within the Object Model in a specific domain. Chapter six gives a formal
presentation and description of the newly formed Common-sense Domain Knowledge (K-
Structure) which complement the S-Structure. The K-Structure is needed to eliminate NL
ambiguity that the S-Structure cannot deduce. The presentation is a NL Domain as an Object
Model based on the LFG theory. In addition, the presentation proposes new theoretical
methodology to model NL text as an application Domain, where the mapping of the LFG
analysis to the Object database, modelling and the structure of the LFG promote a better
understanding of the interrogative. The basic principle in structuring such knowledge is based
on an extension of the S-Structure of the LFG to be expressed in a more formal presentation
of knowledge structures that are organised into a hierarchy of concepts, categories,
constraints, and the knowledge itself. During the inheritance of knowledge between concepts,
sets of features have to be common between these categories, in other words, categories
dealing with feminine verbs are grouped together so that they have common syntactic
features. As for the agreement between these concepts, rules have to be enforced to determine
the Arabic agreement system between these concepts.
1.6 The Structure of the Thesis
Chapter one has outlined in brief the main theoretical issues concerning the project and the
thesis as a whole. The main observations, analysis, discussions and suggestions are set out in
the remaining chapters.
Chapter two gives a general overview of the state of the art of Natural Language Systems,
with particular emphasis on their understanding techniques and outlines current theoretical
proposals which seek to improve the computational linguistic performance of some ot these
systems. The chapter compares understanding techniques used by these systems with the
techniques embodied in our own project.
Chapter three describes the relevant features of Arabic syntax with the view of creating
lexical entries for computational purposes. It aims to give the reader a basic understanding of
the complexity of the Arabic language.
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Chapter four presents a concise grammatical and syntactical description of Arabic
interrogates in both word orders within the framework of the LFG theory. It constitutes a
sample grammar for Arabic interrogatives, which is computationally workable and capable of
incorporating the semantic features in chapter five. The chapter also proposes a new notation
to deal with verbal gapping within the constraints of an extended LFG framework and
discusses the facts about Long-Distance Dependencies (LDD) and verbal gapping phenomena
in Arabic.
Chapter five analyses the semantics of the constituents of Arabic interrogative types and
argues for and establishes the basis for a concise Semantic for the Interrogative. It also builds
on the analysis of Arabic co-ordinate interrogatives, and extends this semantic structure to
incorporate semantic presentation for the prototype. The end result is an interrogative formula
of expression for each of the interrogatives analysed in chapters three and four.
Chapter six builds on the previous analysis and extends the LFG theory by adding Common-
sense Domain Knowledge Structure, namely K-Structure. This will work hand-in-hand with
the semantic structure in order to answer any queries related to the domain, which can be
deduced by applying the Common-sense Domain Knowledge Rules.
Chapter seven contains the design architecture of all the components of the overall project
and intends to show what can be computationally designed according to the theories proposed
in chapters four, five, and six.
Chapter eight covers the implementation of prototype QAS. It also addresses the various
theoretical approaches, which can be adopted for implementation purposes of the project, and
presents computational grammar rules for Arabic interrogatives. It then proceeds to outline
the implementation of Arabic agreement system for both word orders. Chapter nine brings the
thesis to its conclusion and outlines the potential for future extension and exploitation.
Chapter 2
Overview of Natural Language Systems
2.1 Introduction
For the layperson, the prime obstacle in using computers has been the need to either learn a
special language for communicating with the computer or communicate via a machine-based
assistant system. To help the user interact with the computer, the major challenge in designing
a Natural Language System (NLS), [URL 02] and [URL 09], is to enable a computer to
understand and use language as a human would. Conversation between humans is a powerful
communication tool, and requires the full intelligence and world knowledge of the human
participants. This required that a computer to interact, not only in Natural Language (NL) but
also in a natural way.
NL is a primary means of thinking, learning and communicating. No other approach is as
general and flexible (at least for the time being). A NL front-end to a data base or knowledge
base system must have several crucial capabilities in order to be judged adequate by its end
users. These capabilities must extend to the:
• linguistic coverage and understanding
• speed of response
• level of performance
• well-defined answer.
In the key area of successful communication, NLs have been compared unfavourably with
artificial command languages e.g., the UNIX operating system. Furthermore, no standard
functionalities have been defined for NL yet [Tenn-86],
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section two presents overview of existing NLS;
section three puts forward the proposed approach of this work; with a final summary in
section four.
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2.2 Overview of Existing Natural Language Systems
This section reviews the understanding approaches used by NLSs. Naturally, a NLS takes a
NL sentence or an interrogative as its input and produces some sort of understanding as a
formal language presentation for its output. Naturally, a NLS is composed of a language
processor and a translator in order to extract NL understanding. This section examines the
language processors, and translators, centring on the issues of how they obtain NL
understanding, and how they represent sentence meaning.
Taking NLSs as presented in the current literature, we have found different approaches and
theories that have been adopted for NL understanding of these systems. This section classifies
these systems into four categories. These can be broadly classified as follows:
1. Systems that possess no understanding.
2. Systems that possess basic or restricted understanding.
3. Systems that possess some skilful understanding for general domain.
4. Systems that possess comprehensive understanding in restricted domain.
Although the four classifications of these systems share the same common denominator,
namely, the use of NL as front-end, they are differing in their ways of interpreting NL to their
databases. The intention of the following overview is to provide the reader with knowledge
about the reasoning power behind these systems in terms of understanding strategy rather than
ranking these systems. Let us examine these systems with respect to our classifications.
2.2.1 Systems that Possess No Understanding
Many systems have fallen into this category. In the past two decades or so, many researchers
have focused their attentions on the use of AI techniques. AI techniques can be of the use of
Logic, pattern matching, Search and Key word Recognition, Frame presentation, word-by-
word syntactic and semantic analysis. Other researchers paid attention to the syntactic and
semantic analysis in the hope that some NL understanding may be drawn out of this analysis.
While ambiguities still remain a problem to eliminate, other AI approaches have been put
forward such as scanning the sentence or the query for key word recognition. The missing
point here is that capturing the syntax and the semantic features of each word will not
necessarily give the whole of the sentence meaning.
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Due to the absence of linguistic understanding of NL such as knowing the subject from the
object in a given sentence, AI techniques were the dominant approach used. Although the
main aim of these systems is to eliminate or at least minimise NL ambiguities, no attempt has
been made to boost the language process that can generate a proper and correct interpretation
of NL. The main focus was on processing the NL rather than on understanding NL.
These systems were relaying on AI techniques like the syntactic analysis followed by
semantic analysis. Many systems adopt this technique which performs the syntactic analysis
first using a general syntax grammar. This results in a parse tree for linguistic categories,
whereby domain semantics are applied to select these categories which have passed the
parsing analysis. This technique has resulted in only word-by-word meaning that obviously
resulted in no understanding.
Other techniques are used like semantic grammar. Semantic grammar means that words are
not classified as nouns or verbs; they are grouped as to their relation of semantic meaning.
The sentence can be interpreted as an intermediate structure by using a domain-specific that
embodies syntax and semantics. This technique has given a domain word-by-word meaning
with no understanding. Let us review some of these systems.
The LUNAR System
LUNAR, ([Wood-72], [Wood-73]) was originally developed with support from NASA for a
geological application. The technique that the LUNAR system adopted was to perform the
syntactic analysis using a general syntax grammar, thus producing a parse tree recognising
individual words. It then applied semantics analysis to select the semantic meaning for the
words that had passed the syntactic analysis, where the input sentence was parsed using the
Augmented Transition Network (ATN) parser and the result was translated into Logic. The
semantic interpretation component used pattern rewrite action strategy rules to transform the
syntactic representation into semantic representation. Thus, these can retrieve information or
store information from/to the database. The database was organised and presented in a rather
conventional way, i.e. files that contained records, which themselves contained fields.
The ROBOT System
This approach of syntactic analysis and semantic analysis has opened the door to other
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systems using the same strategy; a typical one is ROBOT, [Harr-80], However, ROBOT also
consists of a language processor, which itself consists of three main modules - Parse, Weed
and Decide. The Parse module is the syntactic analyser which generates the interpretation(s)
of individual words in a given sentence, the Weed generates the semantic analysis, and
Decide is the module used for selecting the actual interpretation from the set of syntactically
valid interpretations. The technique used is the generation of a different interpretation for
each meaning of the given word. Meanwhile, two separate modules within the system, that is
Weed and Decide, perform the semantic analysis. The Weed module isolates semantically
valid inteipretations produced by the actual parser. This is achieved by interacting with the
database to determine which interpretations are semantically correct with respect to the
database. At the end, the Decide module selects one inteipretation, if an ambiguity occurs the
Decide module asks the user to select the correct interpretation. This is achieved by
determining the most likely of a set of given interpretations. This module may query the user
to confirm the intended meaning if it considers this necessary. Although words have been
recognised, the semantic analysis did not manage to get the meaning of the sentence as a
whole.
By using this technique, the system generates a very long set of interpretations. The
interpretations have to be checked individually with the help of the user in order to single out
the right one, which is obviously time-consuming.
The LADDER System.
The LADDER system [Rich-84] is the application of LIFER [Hend-81] to a database dealing
with naval vessels. The main feature of this system is the use of semantic grammar containing
the syntax and the semantic features. In a semantic grammar, semantic features are phrased in
terms of domain concepts, rather than linguistically syntactic categories. For example, a
sentence should linguistically consist of noun phrase and verb phrase, i.e., S —>NP & VP. In
the LADDER system, this linguistic rule is replaced by the domain naval vessels rule as:
Query Name —>Ship Name & Ship Location. The understanding of the LADDER system is
based on words of the domain. Linguistically, LADDER has no even basic linguistic
categories let alone linguistic understanding.
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The TEAM System
TEAM is an experiment in the design of transportable NL Interface (NLI) [Gros-87], TEAM
stands for Transportable English database Access Medium' and interacts with two types of
users: database expert, and the end-user. It was constructed to test the feasibility of building a
NL system that could be adopted to interface with new databases operated by users who were
not experts in NLP.
TEAM uses logical forms, based on First Order Logic, which is extended by an intensional
and higher-order operator. Word Recognition in TEAM is done by semantic translation. Each
grammar rule has an associated function called translator. The translator in TEAM has no
overall understanding of its sentence. It also lacks confidence in building logical form for its
query presentation, and this has resulted in TEAM having to ask the user for confirmation in
the building up of its logical translation of a query.
2.2.2 Systems that Possess Basic or Restricted Understanding
It was not until the early 1980s that researchers started looking for other alternatives in order
to raise the standard in understanding NL. During the 1980s some new ideas emerged. These
ideas came with the aim of conducting computational linguistic theories that can process and
understand NL.
To boost these ideas, in 1982 Bresnan and Kaplan (a computer scientist and a linguist)
developed a computational linguistic theory called the Lexical-Functional Grammar theory
(LFG) [URL 10]. The theory is based on the idea that: in order to process and understand NL
as a human would, a framework must be developed so that it can serve both mechanisms.
(The reader can find the description of this theory in chapter four). During the 1980s, other
computational linguistic theories have emerged such as Generalised Phrase Structure
Grammar (GPSG), and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). During their early
stage of development, these theories helped defining the basic understanding of NLs.
Theories like the LFG are still being updated with new ideas from other languages up to the
time of writing this thesis.
Researchers find it fascinating that the more they subject NLs to such theories, the more
understanding they find about them. For example, when researchers developed these theories,
English was the first language to experiment with. Other difficult languages such as Arabic,
have different word orders than English and have different syntactic agreements, (see chapter
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three). This requires that these theories be updated accordingly. This has been demonstrated
during the development of the proposed prototype.
So far, these theories have helped in distinguishing between Verbs, their Subjects, and their
Objects. This has given more information about the structure of sentences and the correct
position of their words. As a consequence, this has added more meaning to words. The
structure has also helped in defining and correcting agreements (Masculine or Feminine
agreements) between verbs and their subjects and their objects in languages like Arabic.
Therefore, this linguistic analysis has given us some basic understanding that is restricted to ^
M
linguistic categories in NL. For instance, in a Question-Answering System like Mehdi's :
system [Mehd-86], he based his assumption on the following. If both the verb and the subject
exist in a query and the object is missing, then there is a high probability that the answer J
. . :
could be the object stored somewhere in the database. However, this assumption is not correct 0
a
as the missing object may be stored in a different linguistic category in the database such as in j
the form of a sentence that contains a verb as well as a subject. Consider also the following
systems. |
11
5
The IRENA System ),
The IRENA system, stands for Information Retrieval Engine based on Natural language «
Analysis [Aram-96], The purpose of this system was developed to study the improvement of
precision and recall in document retrieval. The queries presented to the system consist of I
L
Noun Phrases (NPs) only, and the syntactic analysis recognises keywords from those NPs.
Once a keyword is extracted from the NP, this in turn, lists all related documents to this NP.
As for structural ambiguity, it has been claimed to be solved by continued searching for all
NPs until an answer is found. Certainly, the approach of this system did not eliminate
ambiguity for the reason that if an answer is found, the user then decides on which of the
retrieved documents are related to his request.
It is not clear how the understanding mechanism is exactly done, the retrieval strategy used is
based on measuring the 'closeness' of one NP in the query to another in the document stored
in the database. In addition to this, the system strategy also uses a hypothesis to locate the
right document and subsequently the right answer.
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Although the system is still in the experimental stages, it seems that it is limited in its
vocabulary and also limited in its understanding. Furthermore, the system uses AI techniques
rather than computational linguistic theories for understanding. Therefore the understanding
of this system is based on unification of grammar rules rather than on defining the subject,
object, or verb in a given query instead of using just NPs. However, the understanding of this
system is too restricted for the reason that if we are to apply a language such as Arabic where
the verb, not the NP, is the main source of semantic, the system will certainly fail. The reason
for that is simply that Arabic verbs are important for deciding the overall meaning of a
sentence. Furthermore, applying NLP techniques alone fail to resolve ambiguities in NL.
The CLARIT System j
The CLARFT system is similar to the IRENA system in its approach. The CLARIT system
IEvans, [Evan-96], has contributed more reasoning power to the use of NP by creating
J
indexing phrases for information retrieval. This has been noted when they based this I
technique on corpus statistical and NP linguistic heuristics. Basically, this method of
understanding used indexing to match the user query keywords with the stored documents.
The idea here is to increase the precision of retrieving the correct stored document. It starts by
(J
calculating what can be match between stored documents and the query, using (a) frequency
lli
patterns, (b) associations, and (c) individual term weights of each NP. 5
>
j
The Parser used employs bottom-up associated-based parsing [Gazd-89]. The strategy of jj
I
these techniques is to group words together, based on association in order to gain more |
understanding. Word-pairs are given an association score according to the lexical rules: the \
score provide evidence for groupings in the parsing process. The results of these experiments
show an improvement in recall and precision by up to 81.6% than the previous similar
studies.
To summarise, the two systems, namely, IRENA and CLARIT are put forward mainly for
improved precision in recalling stored documents. They seem to be drifting from the original
problem of this approach as a whole. Therefore, CLARIT system has inherited the same
problem as the IRENA system. The understanding of the two systems is restricted as they use
NP linguistic category only.
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The ALFRESCO System
ALFRESCO was developed by a team led by Olivier Stock, in Trento, Italy [Zanc-97] [Stoc-
95], and was embodied in prototypes for Multimodel interaction for information access. In
ALFRESCO, application integrates NLP and imagery: it is a tutor Fourteenth Century Italian
frescoes, each painting being accompanied by explanation text.
Certainly, this approach, and subsequently the prototype have opened a new way for
retrieving information in a specific domain and in understanding. The method is called
multimodel interaction that is when a language and image-based interaction is integrated with
hyper-textual capabilities. The aim of this system is not only providing information about
paintings, but also of promoting other masterpieces that may attract the user. The user can
interact with the system by a NL query combined with the use of a touch screen. In other
words, the input is a combination of linguistic deictic references with pointing to image
displayed on a touch screen.
The output is in the form of images and generated text, and the final decision is left to the
user to choose between these. An example of this, the user asks a question like:
'Who is this 71 person'
The arrow TPis a touch screen image. The system then answers the question by displaying the
name of that person. The method used is based on speech acts, which have four conditions of
user performance:
1. Propositional content condition,
2. Preparatory preconditions,
3. Conditions on sincerity,
4. Essential conditions.
In addition, the multimodel NL dialogue has two acts:
1. Non-linguistic acts; which have no interpretation, and it is the user's intention,
2. Linguistic acts; which have an interpretation, and cohesion i.e. user confirmation.
To summarise this approach and the prototype, although the latter is not a fully NL interface,
it is a powerful concept in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. If ambiguity is found,
this can partially be solved by the use of graphical representation, i.e., the image-screen touch.
Any other ambiguities found in the query can be solved by the user's co-operation. The
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system obtains the understanding by referring any ambiguity to the user and that can be
considered by our classification as a restricted understanding.
The CHAT System
The CHAT system, [URL 08], Conversational Hypertext Access Technology, is a computer
programme developed by Communication Canada, [Patr-93]. The claim is that CHAT
provides a NL interface that allows users to ask English questions about AIDS disease in
Canada and receive answers.
CHAT uses a template approach. During the dialogue, each new question is compared with a
series of templates formed from previous questions that have been recorded. The core
algorithm is more like pattern recognition rather than linguistic understanding.
The system analyses the user's questions by comparing them to a list of templates stored in
the information base. These templates are words, phrases, or question fragments prepared by
the author of the information base. The templates are associated with hypertext 'links', and if
a match is found, a link is followed to a new paragraph of information. The system, then,
evaluates all the templates that match an input sentence and computes the best path through
the information base that will account for the maximum number of characters in the question.
Although the system has a restricted domain, by using templates matching, it seems that this
system has inherited the problem of pattern-matching technique, which has no understanding.
It also not clear from its description how the system behaves when ambiguities occur. It
seems that the trick used to eliminate ambiguities is by displaying a description of other
related topics within the same template so that the user can find what ever they are looking
for in that template.
The START System
The aim of this project, [Katz-98], is to construct a query knowledge based using English
language. The understanding of START is based on Annotations , [URL 07]. Annotations are
tokenised collections of NL sentences and phrases that describe the content of various
information segments. START analyses these annotations in the same fashion as any other
sentence, i.e. syntax and semantic, but in addition to creating the required representational
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structures, the system also produces special pointers from these representational structures to
the information segments summarised by the annotation.
The basic understanding of this system is just another way of repeating template-matching
mechanisms. It has restricted overall understanding of interrogatives that represent the whole
meaning. As it has been indicated by Katz, [Katz-98], to solve problems like ambiguities of
full-text and queries within START, is a future aim of START, which requires more research
and developments.
The Yes/No Question System
The Yes/No question, [Schu-92], is the only system differing from the above, which performs
a rather comprehensive computational linguistics analysis. It uses the computational linguistic
theory, namely, the LFG theory to analyse its queries. Unfortunately, the system is limited to
Yes/No queries types.
The restricted understanding of this system is based on the use of situation logic for natural
language proposed by Fenstad, [Fens-87], However, logic alone has proven inefficient at
eliminating ambiguities in NLs [Lena-95] and [Saba-93]. The common-sense domain
knowledge, which proved to be the right way in understanding NLs, can be better employed
here. Within the LFG theory, the emphasis is on the semantic and pragmatic presentation, but
again this presentation is limited to Yes/No question types and their negation. However,
because it is not clear whether this approach has been implemented or not, the system as a
whole has linguistic understanding since the LFG theory is used to analyse data, but, it seems
that this understanding is limited.
Arabic Natural Language Systems
In this section, we have classified the following Arabic systems under the restricted
understanding class. The reason for that is most of these systems have inherited the above
weaknesses of the AI techniques such as Logic, pattern matching, Search and Key word
Recognition, Frame presentation, and word-by-word syntactic and semantic analysis.
Most of NLS for Arabic consist in fact in a computational analysis being focused on a
morphological analysis or machine translation. Up to the time of writing this thesis, there is
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no known product lor Arabic NLS. Most ol recent efforts were concentrating on importing
and Arabi/.ing packages, which had mainly been build for English. However, there have been
a number of attempts to build NLS for Arabic.
The first one was developed by Mehdi, [Mehd-86|. with no Arabic computational linguistic
understanding such as the LFG theory. The system uses Definite Clause Grammars (l)CXIs)
proposed by Warren, lWarr-82]. This type of grammar uses a logic approach in solving NL,
which lacks the ability of solving NL ambiguities [Lena-95|.
In comparison to the proposed approach of this thesis, Mehdi, [Melul 86|, suggested (hat: if
we were to rebuild this system in order to get a better understanding, ur would consider
selecting computational linguistic theories such as of the UCi theory to analyse our data.
Chapter four and seven of this thesis have taken (his suggestion on board by adopting the
LFG theory in order to gain linguistic understanding.
Another system was proposed by Al-Muhtaseb, [AlMu-88|. The system creates knowledge
based by dividing the acquired text into two categories, namely, subject and action. The
subjects are related to classes represented in a semantic network fashion. These relations are
presented in predicate and production rules. The actions are presented according to their
semantic features. The system has a limited linguistic understanding of Arabic subject/object,
it cannot distinguish between the subject action or an object action, which obviously leads to
ambiguities and subsequently, can lead to the wrong answer.
More attempts were put forward by Al-Safran, |Safr-93J. The system captures more semantic
features in order to eliminate ambiguities. This has been developed by having an object
oriented hierarchy of frames that classifies Arabic words into their categories. This approach
has successfully created meaningful representation for each category. Other slots have been
devoted to capture syntactic associations between words within the sentence, synonyms,
antonyms, etc. But the approach is too restricted to capture the overall understanding ol a
sentence or a query, for the reason that there is no mechanism that can be used to capture or
deduce knowledge related to words in a sentence. Moreover, unlike the approach ol this
thesis, Al-Safran's system has no mechanisms such as linguistic rules or domain rules that
can describe the functions of the words in the nominated domain.
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More detail descriptions of other Arabic systems such as morphological understanding or
syntactic analysis can be found in [AlAa-94], A more comprehensive overview of other
previous systems and their descriptions can also be found in [Gros-86].
2.2.3 Systems that Possess Some Skilful Understanding for General Domain
Although the above computational linguistic theories, in section 2.2.2 have added some basic
understanding, during the mid 1980s researchers were looking for ways to even deepen this
understanding. What they had in mind was Common-sense Knowledge. Lenat [Lena-95] has
been working for over a decade on a large-scale project, intended to capture Encyclopaedia
(CYC) Common-sense [URL 01], The approach is controversial (see [Smit-91] and [Lcna-
91]).
As an alternative to using AI techniques alone, and with the aid of the above linguistic
theories, a radical approach called common-sense knowledge was applied to machine or
computer in order to understand NLs and subsequently to communicate with humans. The
common-sense approach is based on capturing world knowledge as a human would. The way
this knowledge can be captured is based on the approach of Frame Representation, thematic-
role frames, Winston, [Wins-92]. This technique can describe actions conveyed by the verbs
and nouns appearing in typical sentences. This approach will not only apply semantic analysis
to text, but also add common-sense knowledge in terms of rules of all possible associations
between objects concerned (e.g. Verbs, Nouns, etc.).
The approach has opened the way for some challenging projects and has discovered a new
way towards understanding NL. In addition to the above basic understanding techniques, the
new approach has helped forming new research ideas to build new applications. These
applications, as the CYC project embarked on, can be using common-sense on Machine
Learning, Machine Translating, and serving the WWW. This has also boost the understanding
mechanism of NL, which eliminates some ambiguities by applying common-sense knowledge
rules. The following CYC project is best at describing this approach.
The CYC Project
The Encyclopaedia (CYC) project Lenat, [Lena-95], is perhaps the first project that adopted
almost skilful understanding of NL, [URL 01], Since 1984, a huge effort has gone into
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building the CYC project, which is a universal schema of concepts spanning human reality.
Approximately 10'1 of common-sense axioms have been handcrafted for and entered into
CYC knowledge base and 105 more have been inferred and cached by CYC. One can think of
this project as a multi-domain project that spans all everyday objects and actions. The overall
aim of this project is to understand NLs by building disembodied meaning to every domain
human have.
With the help of AI techniques, the aim of CYC is to apply the common-sense knowledge to
machine in order to understand NLs. The CYC project approach is based on capturing
knowledge, this knowledge can be used not only in answering questions, but also in Machine
Learning. Another application of CYC is to serve the WWW in different ways such as
knowledge search for queries in the Internet. The CYC technology can examine retrieved
data, recognised inconsistencies, contradictions with specific data from other sources, and
violation of common-sense within the commercial databases. Another major application of
CYC is to help in Speech Recognition application.
The use of techniques such as Frame Representation with thematic-role frames has made
CYC capable of serving these applications although with some difficulties. As it has been
described, the project is too ambitious as it requires a large number of researchers and much
time. The project has some progress in some application areas, but large areas of research are
still under development.
However, the limitations of the CYC project are caused by profound difficulty of modelling
human common-sense - something which is by no means fully understood. More criticisms of
the CYC project can be found in [Smit-91] and [Lena-91].
2.2.4. Systems that Possess Comprehensive Understanding in Restricted Domain
This class is where we make our contribution towards the ideal NLS. Skilful understanding of
NL can be viewed in three dimensions:
• The Use of Linguistic knowledge from a well-founded theory
• The Use of Linguistic and Domain-Specific Rules
• The Use of Common-sense domain knowledge.
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These three dimensions combined can add substance and subsequently understanding that
make NLS more intelligence in three ways: (i) how, when, and where linguistic rules can be
applied; (ii) to which domain these linguistic rules can be applied; and (iii) what sort of
common-sense domain knowledge rules should be applied. These three dimensions have been
described in section 2.3.
The approach that we have put forward in our proposal is to combine the above linguistic and
domain rules so that ambiguities can be controlled in a given domain. Furthermore, this
combination of rules has been amalgamated with the use of Object Modelling so that
common-sense domain knowledge can be applied. This can be considered a skilful
understanding of NL which resolved most, if not all, common ambiguities found in NL. j;
>
K
0UJ
The proposed prototype of this thesis focuses on issues related to the interrogative common- J
J
sense domain knowledge structure within the framework ot the LFG theory. The interrogative q
cak
domain knowledge presentation has enhanced the understanding and subsequently the
I
intelligence of the proposed prototype QAS. Ij
II
£
0
The thesis presents a prototype model that has been conducted by developing a general Object jj,
0
Model tor the traffic accident domain. This model has been used to capture the functional ^
behaviour of objects, the related verbal interactions and their linguistic associations in a given t
query. The key novelty of this prototype is the combination of objects behaviour in the
Domain Model with the LFG Structures rules, which resolves most, if not all, of the common I
I
ambiguities found in NL. The following section describes the prototype in more details
focusing the attention on the uniqueness of this prototype.
2.3 The Proposed Approach of this Work
A review of the current literature on NLSs and their approaches prompted us to propose
moving towards a model NLS. We believe that our proposed approach not only provides the
strongest infrastructure of the suggested ideal NLS by Lenat, [Lena-95], but also has
discovered new dimension for the understanding of NLSs. In comparison to the above
approaches and techniques, our new dimension came as a result of the following innovations:
2.3.1 The Common-sense Knowledge
Background: During the 1950s, the aim of Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers was to
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create a computer that could think. This has sparked the ideas of applying AI techniques to
solve problems such as NL ambiguities.
To date, AI techniques alone did not help much in eliminating NLs ambiguities simply
because they use no knowledge to understand NLs [Lena-95]. As we have seen from the
above systems, AI techniques are good in analysing individual words whether syntactically or
semantically, but they have failed in obtaining the overall meaning i.e. applying world
knowledge. For example, AI pattern-matching techniques have failed to solve NL
understanding. Ever since the 1960s when Weizenbaum's well known question-answering
project ELIZA, [Weiz-66], many projects which followed ELIZA during the 1970s have
inherited many of its problems [Gros-86], As from the 1980s, researchers started working on
the Pragmatics of interaction and common-sense knowledge in order to boost the
understanding of NL Lenat [Lena-95].
As it has been described, Lenat, [Lena-95] project, namely, the CYC is too ambitious as it
requires huge resources (given that the project is in its 14th year of research, and some say it
just cannot work [Smit-91]).
In our view that what the CYC project promised initially has not been achieved. Moreover, it
acquired for more research than what initially planned. One of the main reasons is dealing
with multi-domain. Hence, the learned lesson is to focus our research in a small domain,
namely, traffic accident domain. In this respect, there is promise for successful integration
within a future architecture in the context of telematics for health care and telematics for
traffic management and emergencies, provided more investment is put into capturing
common-sense knowledge about social situations and social behaviour. For our small
domain, we used common-sense domain knowledge with an Object Model and applied this
knowledge in order to understand NL. Therefore our claim is that common-sense domain
knowledge is the key to solving NL ambiguities.
2.3.2 The Use of the Lexical-Functional Grammar Theory
In our view, and that of [Schu-92], the best way of ensuring linguistic coherence of
interrogatives is to refer them to a computational linguistic theory, such as the LFG theory.
Such a theory can analyse and accommodate syntactic and semantic rules. If such a theory
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were to be employed, most of the above systems would be given more linguistic solidity and
understanding.
The LFG theory is designed to be computationally tractable, and in this respect, is of interest
to computational linguists and computer scientists alike. The description of the LFG theory
will be given in the introductory section of chapter four. Grammatically speaking, it is
important that the interrogatives and their answers should be well formed according to the
lexical rules of the language used to describe the query.
Within the LFG theory, and for the interrogatives in particular, there is a sub-theory dealing
with the phenomena of the interrogative, this being the Long-Distance Dependencies theory
[Schu-92], It uses FOCUS (for wh-words) and Grammatical Functions for interrogative
sentences in order to determine the category of the displaced element within the interrogative.
Chapter four discusses this theory in more details while chapter seven creates syntactic and
semantic rules for understanding the interrogative before searching for an answer. Within
these rules, the type: FOCUS treats this interrogative through a functional equation that maps
the syntactic rules into semantic. There are different FOCUS-to-Grammatical Function
relationship type categories. These Grammatical Function relationships are dependent on the
languages used and their respective grammatical functions. An example of this is the
FOCUS-to-Object-type category relationship, FOCUS-to-Subject-type category relationship
and FOCUS-to-Complement subject-type category relationship as in the examples below:
T FOCUS = T < target>: While target could be an: OBJECT as in who did John see, a
SUBJECT as in who saw Mary , or a COMP SUBJECT as in who does John think saw Mary.
Chapter five extends the role of the LFG Semantic Structure (S-Structure) from an S-
Structure for the declarative, into an S-Structure for the interrogative and also the Co-
ordinated interrogative. This S-Structure can be used to form an interrogative formula, thus
extracting answers from the database. Furthermore, this interrogative S-Structure will not
only present the semantics of interrogatives in the S-Structure, but will also use this structure
in order to formulate the shape of the expected answer from the database. The aim of using
the LFG theory is to boost the linguistic understanding so that we can minimise ambiguities.
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Most of the above systems lack the ability to handle NL's ambiguities. Most of these
ambiguities came as a result of analysing individual words rather than sentences as a whole.
This will require not only applying a theory like the LFG theory, but also applying common-
sense as it has been suggested by [Lena-95],
2.3.3 Linguistic and Domain-Specific Rules
The other uniqueness of our approach is the combination of object behaviour in the Domain
Model with the LFG syntactic structure rules and semantic structure rules. Since no other
system used this approach before, the combination has opened the way for resolving most of
the common ambiguities found in conventional NL systems. It also enhances the
understanding ability of the proposed prototype.
In addition, and since most of the above systems use English language for their interface
which requires one word order, namely the SVO, in Arabic language, the problem is
complicated, mainly because of the complexity of the language and the word orders (as
introduced in section 3.3). For instance, although the CLARIT system [Evan-96] is portable
to accommodate other domains, it has some difficulties in accommodating two word orders
languages. For example, if we take two word orders languages such as Arabic, the
mechanisms and the strategy of CLARIT system will fail to cope with such phenomena, as
well as the system proposed by [Mehd-86], The parsing phase of this system has been set up
using logical grammar based on Prolog. This technique has its drawbacks, [Gazd-89] since
it's relying heavily on Prolog.
Finally, the correspondence between syntax and semantics does not generally give the overall
true meaning of a given interrogative [Lena-95]. We believe that we still need an alternative
to this, such as common-sense knowledge understanding between the constituents of an
interrogative to capture the true meaning and subsequently the correct answer for the
interrogative.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have given an overview of NLSs and classified these systems into tour
classes according to their understanding of NL. Furthermore, we have argued for the use of a
computational linguistic theory, namely, the LFG theory as a key component tor the
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improvement of NL systems and their understanding. In addition, the chapter gives
arguments for the use of a common-sense domain knowledge approach as an alternative to
just artificial intelligence techniques such as pattern matching which has limited
understanding. These enhancements can obviously be judged according to their theoretical
merit and linguistic comprehension, but ultimately, the refinements can only be practically
evaluated in a real situation by communicating with the end user. The enhanced features of
the system's functionality of linguistic understanding common-sense domain knowledge
should determine the system's overall understanding.
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F-Word:
is the Feminine of the Predicate e.g. happen - feminine in Arabic 1 (^3)
M-Word:
is the Masculine of the Predicate e g happen - masculine in Arabic (gj.).
G-Functions:
are the Grammatical Functions of the Predicate e.g. Subject, Obi-Argument within the
F-Structure
Thematic-Object:
The Thematic-Object represents the name of the object from the object model. This is
important, as the name of the object will determine which attribute(s) could provide
the answer.
Syntax Features:
are the syntactic presentation of the predicates e.g. past tense.
Semantic Features:
are the semantic presentation of the predicate e.g. human, animal, things or relationship
to the predicate
3. The Nouns Frame
The nouns are linguistically divided into various types For the interrogatives, the nouns are
subcategorised within the F-Structures as Subjects, and/or Objects, and Obi-Arguments The
organisation of the nouns in the lexicon behaves just like that of the verbs except there is no
G-Function. Nouns are part of the Grammatical Functions of the predicates whether they are
in the subject position or object position However, if an interrogative occurs without the verb
(this is possible in Arabic, e.g.: Who is in the garden 7 <j j^)), the F-Structure rules will
detect this so that the subject becomes the main predicate of the interrogative. This will be
demonstrated in the chosen application in Appendix C.
'Since this research (and subsequently the prototype) focuses on issues related to Question-Answering System,
no attempt was made to deal with the morphological analysis of the interrogative, as it is outside the scope of
this research
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Representation and Strategy
Each interrogative must have a particle and particle features from the lexicon, either
Interrogative-WH, Interrogative-H, or Interrogative-Y/N, as they are illustrated in the Lexicon
structure in Figure 7.3. In addition, each interrogative must have either a Predicate or Nouns,
or both and their presentation from the lexicon in order to satisfy the interrogative arguments
and subsequently the domain
7.5 Linguistic and Domain Specific Rules
Section 6 5 has outlined the Object diagram, which contains all possible object names in a
traffic domain. Section four of this chapter also outlined the lexicon and its linguistic
associates with respect to the traffic domain. This section shows the relationships between
these two in terms of linguistic and domain-specific rules The type of particle and the domain-
specific rule determine the required slot of the frame
In order to produce F-Structure, S-Structure, and K-Structure (if needed) and subsequently
the correct answer for each interrogative, certain specific rules must be drawn. These rules are
grouped into sets, each set contains one type of interrogative (e.g. where (jJ ) and when )
sets). Questions, which have more than one interrogative type (e.g. when and where), will of
course require two sets. Within these sets, we have imposed rule ordering through rule
priority.
The Search Strategy
Although the interrogatives are different in their structure they will, during processing, follow
the same behaviour pattern in order to get the answers. The search strategy implied in the
following rules is forward chaining. That is, the process begins by taking the interrogative
particle, and verb or noun or both, with their lexicon presentation as indicated in Figure 7.4
and 7.5. These presentations, along with their constraints, serve to filter out the majority of the
potential alternatives e.g. Location as a possible answer, and thus ultimately arrive at the right
object name(s) and subsequently at the right attribute name and value In this respect, there are
two types of rules: Independent linguistics rules, and Domain specific rules
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1. The linguistics rules are domain independent rules, in other words, if the domain changed
from traffic accident to, say weather forecast, this should not requires the linguistics rules
to be changed. These rules are purely dependent on the grammar of the language chosen
2. Domain specific rules are dependent on the actual domain, which in our case, is a traffic
domain model.
Let us look at these two types in more details.
7.5.1 Linguistic Rules
In order to produce and present a complete F-Structure and S-Structure, certain independent
interrogative linguistics rules must be drawn The following sets illustrate the design of such
rules.
The Where Set
1. where is the accident? (oiU-l jA )
2. where was the accident? oiT jA )
3. where did the accident happen 7 (c-obU J\)
F-Structure Presentation
The above third interrogative has been presented in the F-Structure Figure 7 6 It shows the
missing Obl-Arg i.e. the object of the accident ^J* - ^ ) The Interrogative F-
Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-categorisation of the predicate happen ( ).
This predicate (PRED) can be sub-categorised into Focus i.e. the interrogative tool, SUBJ for
subject, and OBL-ARG for any missing argument such as object, and the rule for this
interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = where (jJ)
followed by nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ )
followed by nominative Agent J^)
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Then PRED sub-categorisation are
PRED = T SUBJ, t OBL-ARG - Object ( ^ ) AND
Focus = where ( ^ J < j JLp ^ y ) Where
t SUBJ is:
{SUBJ = happen ( "c-oU-l" Jpl»)}
t OBL-ARG - Object is:
{OBL-Arg - Object = object circumstantial of place ^ J). }
The above rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure 7.6 shows. This
structure is concerning the syntactic analysis But this analysis is not enough to obtain an
answer, what we need here is a semantic analysis in order to obtain the answer.
Focus: where
,jjI ! 01^ 4j —l»rw2J(J-S-(j
PRED "(Oj" < T SUBJ, t OBL ARG ( * ) >
SUBJ
S-Structure Presentation
From the F-Structure we know the predicate, the subject, and a hint of what the attribute of
the object should look like e.g. location. However, we still have no knowledge of any
predicate Thematic-object 2 to which our location attribute may belong By applying the
semantic rules we have the following:
accident "oobU" Jpli
OBL-ARG
Figure 7.6 F-Structure
2 Thematic-object is a term given to the name of the object in the Object model For more discussion see
[Wins-92],
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If Focus = where (jJ) AND
the PRED is nominative past tense verb (^i Js-^ j«) AND
the SUB J is nominative Agent (^_ )
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL - t ARG-1 for argument-1, T ARG-2 for argument-2 where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1 = where ( 0^-* 4j (JjXJLA: y ) and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object.}
Given the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure 7 7 shows The S-
Structure has, therefore, located exactly where the answer can be found In our domain, the
answer will be the location of the predicate's Thematic-object accident as the S-Structure and
linguistics rules illustrated
PRED REL
j" : Intransitive, human, animal, things
ARG-1
ARG-2
"oobU" : Occurance of accident
Slot Value of accident Thematic-object
Answer = Location: SV 0^ ^ ^ J
Figure 7.7 S-Structure
The Who (,>») Set
We would like to demonstrate another set of particles, the Who set Consider the following
interrogatives:
1. Who reported the accident? ( ^ ^Li Ja )
2. Who caused the accident? (
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3. Who is the one who caused the accident? (c-obU ^ )
4. Who is the one who caused the accident? ^ )
5 Who are the injured 7 ^ j* )
6. Who are all the injured 9 (oy
F-Structure Presentation
Although they are in the same set, the above interrogatives are divided into three types of
answers. Type one is about how the accident has been known as in interrogative one, type two
is about what caused the accident to happen as in interrogative two, three and four While type
three is querying about who has been injured. The F-Structure in Figure 7 8 shows the
presentation of the interrogative in two Unlike the above set of interrogatives of w h e r e( j J ) ,
the F-Structure in Figure 7 8 shows the missing OBL-ARG ie the subject ) of the
accident jJc-/ JiLp - JpLi). The F-Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-
categorisation of the predicate caused ( • j-* ). This predicate (PRED) can be sub-
categorised into Focus i.e. the interrogative tool who, the OBJ for object, and Obl-Arg for any
missing argument in this case the missing subject, and the rule for this interrogative is as
follows:
If interrogative tool = who )
followed by nominative past tense verb (^i J* )
followed by nominative Agent ((_>u)
Then PRED sub-categorisation are:
PRED = T OBJ, T OBL ARG - SUBJ ( ) AND
Focus = who ( j* :tav - Js- ^ ^ ) Where
T OBJ is:
{OBJ = accident ^ Jj^)}
t OBL-ARG - SUBJ is:
{OBL-Arg - SUBJ = Subject person/ animal/ things (jsu > I ^ ^ - Jpli).}
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Focus, who ^ : <j ^ ^ («—1
PRED < T OBJ, t OBL ARG ( Jpli) >
4 <v ^ ^AJ>-
OBJ
accident («±oU~l <uJ )
OBL-ARG
Name ( J5U ^ / JiU - JpU )
Figure 7.8 F-Structure
The above rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure 7 8 shows. This
structure is concerning the syntactic analysis. But this analysis is not enough to obtain an
answer, what we need here is a semantic analysis in order to obtain the answer.
S-Structure Presentation
From the F-Structure we know the predicate, the object, and a hint of what the attribute of the
subject should look like i.e. name of a person/ animal/ or things However, we still have no
knowledge of what is the predicate's Thematic-object. By applying the semantic rules we have
the following:
If Focus = who (,y) AND
the PRED is To Inform (waJl p*) AND
the OBJ is noun in the direct case accusative ((oobU) ^
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = t ARG-1 for argument-1, T ARG-2 for argument-2 where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1= who f—t)and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object.}
Given the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure 7 9 shows The S-
Structure has, therefore, located exactly where the answer can be found. Therefore, in our
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domain, the answer will be the name of the person who caused the accident This can be of the
predicate's Thematic-object accident as the S-Structure and linguistics rules illustrate this
point.
PRED REL
: transitive, human, animal, things
ARG-1
"cioU-l" ; Occurance of accident
ARG-2 Slot Value of the predicate Thematic-object
accident Answer = Caused-Accident: SV(
Figure 7.9 S-Structure
The How many, How Ions. How much What is the (Date. Name. Number) (^) Set
1. How long did the rescue operation take 9 J
2. How many people injured 9 ^ p-0
3. How many people got killed 9 ^ (-0
4 How many policemen were there? ^
5. How many children were in Joly's car 9 (J,^ SjL- j ^ )
This set of interrogatives concerns / entails the following attributes name
• Number of Passengers (as in interrogative five)
• Number of injuries (as in interrogative two)
• Employees (as in interrogatives four)
• Date/Time (as in interrogative one)
There are many other examples of this sort These examples require not only linguistics rules,
but also the use of the relation presentation of the object model For instance, question number
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four above requires calculating the number of policemen This can be achieved by using the
object model relationship Employed-by between policemen and police station objects and then
calculates the number of policemen. As for question number one, the time length of the rescue
operation taken, this also needs to be calculated This can be done by subtracting the starting
date/time attribute from the rescue finishing date/time attribute in the object model The
linguistic syntax and semantic rules with their F-Structure and S-Structure presentation can be
seen as follows:
F-Structure Presentation
The above first interrogative has been presented in the F-Structure Figure 7 10 It shows the
missing Obl-Arg i.e. the object of the accident ^ jLo - ^ J). The Interrogative F-
Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-categorisation of the predicate taken (J
This predicate (PRED) can be sub-categorised into Focus i.e any interrogative tool, SUBJ for
subject, and OBL-ARG for any missing argument such as object, and the rule for this
interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = how much ) AND
followed by nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ ) AND
followed by nominative Agent <>u)
Then PRED sub-categorisation are:
PRED = T SUBJ, T OBL ARG - Object ( * ) AND
Focus = how much (tav £»j j 0 Js- ^ ^ ) Where
t SUBJ is:
{SUBJ = rescue ("^uU" JpU)}
t OBL-ARG - Object is:
{OBL-Arg - Object = object of number date/time (^i ^ ^ <J^_ - ^ ).}
The above rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure 7 10 shows.
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Focus: how long
PRED "J>i-i " < T SUBJ, T OBL ARG ( <u ) >
SUBJ
| rescue vi-Ol-i-!4*Q^a3lj^jdy> |
OBL-ARG
Number io*)I <V<JLo - <OJ
Figure 7.10 F-Structure
S-Structure Presentation
The F-Structure has given us the predicate, the subject, and a hint of the attribute i.e., number
or calculated number However, we still need to know the Thematic-object from the domain
model. By applying the semantic rules we have the following:
If Focus = how much ) AND
the PRED is nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ » AND
the SUBJ is nominative Agent (^/
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = T ARG-1 for argument-1, T ARG-2 for argument-2 Where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1= how much ( jo*JI ^ ^ jLo : ^Oand the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object.}
Given the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure 7.11 shows The S-
Structure has, therefore, located exactly where the answer can be found. In our domain, the
answer will be calculated by subtracting the starting date/time attribute from the finishing
date/time attribute in the predicate's Thematic-object accident as the S-Structure, and
linguistics rules illustrate
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PRED REL
" J I " : I n t r a n s i t i v e ,h u m a n ,a n i m a l ,t h i n g s
ARG-1
ARG-2
"pS'" : ^ 4jJL~j
"cbJjbLl": Occurance of accident
Slot Value of the accident Thematic-object
Therefore,Answer = subtracting the starting
date/time attribute: SV from the finishing date/time
attribute: SV ( a-uM^ 4j JL o - Jyjw )
Figure 7.11 S-Structure
Appendix D contains the rest of the interrogative particles with their F-Structure and S-
Structure presentations. It also contains the linguistics rules associated to these presentations.
7.5.2 Ambiguity
NLs contain lots of ambiguities, which can be misleading as to the meaning of a sentence. As
for interrogatives, consider the following example:
Where did the driver get hurt? ( j j l - J )
This interrogative is rather ambiguous in the sense that it is not clear whether we are looking
for the accident location or the injury location. The system has no alternative but to produce
the two locations, and will also notify the user of two possible answers. A linguistics rule can
be drawn for such ambiguity as follows:
If Particle = Where (jJ) AND
Verb = Past tense verb (J ^ I{^ ft J**) AND
P r o -A g e n t= A n n e x i n g ) A N D
Noun - Annexed
Then the answer is all direct patient complement of object accusative -
circumstantial of place (o
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Other ambiguous interrogatives not only required linguistic rules to solve them, but also the
actual domain rules An example of this sort can be seen if we extend the above interrogative
as follows:
Where did the driver of the car registration number xyz hurt?
(xyz pij SjW 1 ^ )
This type of interrogative requires checking the existence of the car registration number, and
that the car has been involved in an accident The process of checking and getting the answer
to such an ambiguous query requires the combination of linguistics and domain rules which are
discussed in the following section
7.5.3 Domain Specific Rules
The Need
The domain knowledge, K-Structure, for the interrogative is needed when the S-Structure
alone cannot answer a query. Furthermore, the K-Structure complements the S-Structure by
identifying the right path for the required answer K-Structure, its components, and its
presentation have been described in section 6 3 2. This section gives a working example in
order to illustrate its functionality
The K-Structure consists of two main components, these are the Interrogative Nucleus and the
Domain Rules The Nucleus components consists of two sub- components, these are Nucleus-
1 and Nucleus-2. Nucleus-1 represents the actual Theme 3 of the interrogative, its relations,
and its Thematic-object, while Nucleus-2 represents the rest of the interrogative words/roots/
stems, their semantic features, and their Thematic-object. Although each interrogative has one
Thematic-object, other words like working-for (J J-*) may have more than one Thematic-
object such as a police station, a fire station, and a hospital The right Thematic-object will be
decided by the Theme's Thematic-object. For instance, if the Theme is a policeman, then the
working-for (<j J-^) Thematic-object will be the same as the Theme i.e. police station
3 The term Theme is a linguistic term used to identify the subject matter of the interrogative.
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The information provided by Nucleus-1 and Nucleus-2 will direct the overall K-Structure in
finding the right path and subsequently the right answer This answer may be found by
applying the Domain Rules within the K-Structure The Domain Rules test the type of
interrogative e.g. where, then select the appropriate Domain Rule where in order to find
possible answers
However, if a relation cannot be found between Nucleus-1 Thematic-object and Nucleus-2
Thematic-object, (providing that the Thematic-object of Nucleus-1 and the Thematic-object of
Nucleus-2 are present), the Domain Rules can answer the query and also can find the missing
relation between the two Thematic-objects as the K-Structure in Figure 7 14 shows
The relationships between objects, within the domain object, determine the overall
understanding of the interrogative Consider the following interrogative: where does the
policeman work? J_*-j J-**. j-J ). From the domain model, we know that a policeman
works-for police station As the K-Structure consists of interrogative words with their relation
features, and their Thematic-object, these relations are taken from the object model diagram
presented in Figure 6.03 which models the overall domain For example, the Thematic-object
of our Theme is policeman and from the model we identify policeman relationships with other
objects e.g. works-for police station. The idea here is to complement the S-Structure with all
these relationships before we consider the target of the query . The next step is to identify a
possible match from the relation features with that of the Theme If found, then we can obtain
an answer through the Domain Rules. However, we have to be sure that the word is not an
alias for an existing relationship e.g. employed (j J^A;) and working-for (^UaJ
Other type of relations can be drawn through deduction These relations can be drawn as a
result of answering queries that cannot be answered from exiting relations An example of this
type of queries is where is the police dog registered? (ikyJl ) Such police dog,
should be registered in a police station, but there are no relationship between the object animal
and the police station object By applying the appropriate rule, the system first answers the
query, and then notify the system administrator about the new discovered relationship, in our
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example, between object animal and the police station object This will dynamically update our
model which demonstrates and presents the system ability to answer queries using common-
sense domain knowledge captured by the model
The interrogative, where does the policeman work ? yJi J ) has a relationship
between the policeman and the police station that is policeman works-for police station
Therefore, the relation here is works-for (<j J-jy ).
The interrogative gives us the relation phrase works-for (j J— ), and the Theme is the
policeman, and since this phrase has not been stored or mentioned in the original story of the
accident, we have to follow the Theme's relationships to other objects such that works-for is a
relation to any object location. First, we have to prove that the S-Structure alone is not
enough to answer such query Consider the F-Structure in Figure 7 12, and the S-Structure in
Figure 7 13.
Focus = where
( j j \\ ^ — i —v2j P $i:.~\
PRED "JW < T SUBJ, T OBLARG ( * ) >
| Policeman y JpiiSUBJ
OBL-ARG
| Object - type of place J* - ^ )
Figure 7.12 F-Structure
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PRED REL
: Intransitive, human, + Works-for
ARG-1
ARG-2
"5^j^A\ j" ; Occurance of policeman
Slot Value of policeman Thematic-object
Answer = Location: SV ^ J
Figure 7.13 S-Structure
The location:SV of the S-Structure of the policeman Thematic-object gives us the wrong
answer that leads to the accident location The following K-Structure clarifies the ambiguity of
this interrogative
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PRED <T Interrogative Nucleus, T Domain Rules >
Interrogative Nucleus
ucleus-1
PRED < t Theme, T Relations, T Thematic-object >
Theme: Policeman &yJl
Relations: + Works-for
Thematic-object: + Police Station
Nucleus-2
PRED < t Words, T Semantic Features, t Thematic-object >
Words: Work / 'y* (The morphological root)
Semantic Features: + Works-for
Thematic-object: + Police Station, + Fire Station
Domain Rules
Particle Types
If Particle type = J" Then Answer in Set A Where Set A is as follows:
If Particle type = Then Answer in Set B Where Set B is as follows:
If Particle type = X Then Answer in Set Y
Rule Sets
SET A: A1 If Nucleus-1 Relation is in the set of Nucleus-2 Semantic Features
Then Answer = Nucleus-1 Thematic-object Location.
A2 Else Build new Relation between Nucleus- 1 Theme and
Nucleus-2 Thematic-object.
Answer = Nucleus-1 Thematic-object Location
SET B:
Bl If Nucleus-1 Relation is in the set of Nucleus-2 Semantic Features
Then Answer = Nucleus-1 Thematic-object Date/Time.
B2 Else Build new Relation between Nucleus-1 Theme and
Nucleus-2 Thematic-object.
Answer = Nucleus-1 Thematic-object Date/Time.
Figure 7.14 K-Structure
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As the K-Structure in Figure 7.14 shows, Nucleus-1 represent the Theme, it's relationship,
and its Thematic-object Nucleus-2 represents the actual Theme of the interrogative, its
semantic relation, and its Thematic-object.
The information provided so far in Nucleus-1 and Nucleus-2 needs to be driven by certain sets
of rules. For instance, and as Figure 7 14 shows, the interrogative where (jJ ) has been
allocated set A, and within the rule set A there are two sub-sets, namely, Al, and A2 A1 set
will be given higher priority than A2 so that it can be fired first. By applying the domain rules,
it can answer a query which has an existing relation in the object model such as where Joes the
policeman work? j A2, on the other hand, can answer a query which has
no relation in the object model, (providing that the Thematic-object of Nucleus-1 and the
Thematic-object of Nucleus-2 are present), such as: Where was the police dog registered?
f J ) It can also find the missing relation between the two objects as the K-
Structure in Figure 7.14 shows. Different particles in the Domain Rules of the K-Structure
follow the same pattern behaviour of the Rule Sets of the K-Structure.
7.6 Summary
In an ideal language processing Question-Answering System, a number of fundamental
assumptions must be borne in mind, these being: an understanding of the constituents of an
interrogative, an appreciation of inferencing, searching strategy, retrieval techniques, and the
generation of the required answer. The formation of the proposed Question-Answering
System has been based on the understanding of the syntactic, semantic, and common-sense
domain knowledge of the constituents of the interrogative, this has been achieved by analysing
the interrogatives using the LFG theory.
This chapter has shown that it was possible to generate answers by amalgamating the Lexicon
and the Object diagram. This has been achieved by establishing relationships through
linguistics and domain-specific rules. These relationships show encouraging results in finding
the correct answer, and also proved to us that our approach creates a valuable basis for future
industrial Question-Answering Systems, using the LFG theory for Arabic
Chapter 8
Prototype Implementation of the Question-Answering
System
The previous chapter outlined the design architecture of prototype QAS, where a number of
ideas have been presented as an approach to Computational Linguistics for Arabic. This
chapter considers the implementation of prototype QAS based on the above theoretical ideas
Thus, this chapter contains all the components of the overall proposed design prototype.
8.1 Kappa Tools and the ProTalk Language
Kappa Expert System V.311 was the chosen tool for implementing the prototype. The
implementation language was ProTalk language and the inferencing technique was Forward
Chaining. The prototype has been tested on sets of queries from different newspaper stories
and produced the expected results.
Kappa has been built by Intellicorp, [Inte-96] and [URL 05], it has been considered as a Rapid
Application Development (RAD) environment for developing Object-Oriented applications.
The Kappa system is designed for capturing processes in directly executable models, resulting
in immediate feedback to end-users and developers. It is a rich visual tool set, which is built to
make the transition to Object-Oriented technology easy. OMW, on the other hand, is the
Object-Oriented case tool built on top of the Kappa environment OMW implements the
Martin/Odell Object-Oriented Information Engineering methodology [Mart-95] The key
features and benefits that influenced our choice to use Kappa as the development tool are:
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Object-Oriented Model
Kappa provides a rich and expressive Object management system and thus brings with it the
benefits of Object-Oriented development. Its capabilities include multiple-inheritance, named
objects and multi-value attributes. The object manager's persistence and dynamics make
development fast and productive by enabling graphical browsing, interactive execution, and
easy access to meta-data even at run-time
Executable Models
OMW diagrams are executable, operations can be viewed during the execution process as well
as through the linked operation These provide immediate feedback and support evolutionary
prototyping and RAD
Visual Development
Visual Development enhances communication between members of a development team It
also results in superior maintenance and re-use characteristics. Kappa provides a powerful
window-painting tool for creating Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Using the direct
manipulation capabilities of the Interface Workbench, it is possible to create interfaces in
minutes that would take days to create using the Motif Toolkit.
To reduce the need to write call-back code for graphic components, the Interface Workbench
provides a 'Data Linkage' system. This enables setting up 'live' connections between window
components and objects in the rest of the application Once the link is set up, the system
handles the task of displaying and changing values dynamically.
Rich Modelling Capabilities
These are ideal for representing the process logic and result in cutting down the number of
lines required to be coded Logic can be written in the ProTalk language or in C. External C
programs can also be invoked ProTalk is the high-level language of Kappa. It is hybrid,
incorporating some features from procedural, fourth-generation (4GL) and object-based
languages. ProTalk contains an object-query and pattern-matching engine ProTalk also
includes a full-featured rule system for representing rules and policies within the application
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Separation of Domain Specific and Domain Independent Data
Kappa/OMW allows domain specific data to be stored separately (within a specific scenario in
the Scenario Manager) from domain independent data (for example, a Lexicon). Both can
merged at runtime giving the application a unified view. There are two advantages of this
approach - domain independent data can be re-used across a number of applications and it
improves search performance since only relevant data needs to be accessed
Limitation of Kappa/OMW
During the implementation of this project, a number of limitations were encountered in the
Kappa/OMW tool. Kappa/OMW is a sophisticated application development tool and includes
a number of complex but powerful features. For instance, whilst a helpful step-by-step tutorial
is available for Kappa, no such guide is available for OMW. Much has to be mastered in
learning various features and facilities [Peer-96],
Kappa/OMW maintains its own internal indexes and determines its own search order No
facilities are provided to the application developer to be able to influence the search It is
therefore not possible to optimise and fine-tune the search path for a particular application
based on prior knowledge of the data or of the search characteristics. For example, if a
particular object has 30 slots, say Slot 1-Slot30, it is expensive to build and maintain indexes
on each of these If it is known that the search criteria always includes a particular slot, say
Slot 15, then it would be advisable to build an index on this slot and use it as the primary
access path. Kappa/OMW does not provide any such facilities The actual search logic used by
Kappa/OMW is not documented as it is deemed to be a 'trade-secret'
A search is also performed when a number of rules within a rule set need to be evaluated Here
too, the order of search in determined internally by Kappa/OMW and the application
developer has no control over it. Run time performance is therefore likely to be a key issue in
Kappa/OMW applications which involve a significant amount of searching
In Kappa/OMW, execution of rules, functions and procedures is synchronous and single
threaded Thus it is not possible to invoke a set of rules to be executed in a separate thread
asynchronously and continue with some other independent logic. With multi-threading
Kappa/OMW could perform some lengthy computations in one thread, while other thread(s)
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interact with the user. For instance, with multi-threading, during the implementation and while
a compilation process is running the designer can view other OMW diagrams
This limitation adversely affects the execution performance especially on a multi-CPU machine
such as SUN work station Here, spare CPU cycles on the additional CPUs will not be
exploited
8.2 User Interface
As it has been mentioned earlier, the software resource given at the time of implementing the
prototype was Kappa, and no Arabic version is available. After investigation with Intellicorp,
[Inte-96] and [URL 05], Arabic interface on Kappa is due to be included in a future version of
Kappa Our goal in implementing the prototype is to demonstrate what has been designed in
the previous chapter using Arabic characters Given this limitation, we have decided to
implement the prototype using Latin characters. This limits the presentation of Arabic words
to Latin characters.
8.2.1 Running the Prototype
In order to interrogate the prototype, various views have been conducted based on the
newspaper stories As a consequence, a collection of interrogative paradigms in both word
orders have been created This collection can be found in Appendix B
The user can choose and interrogate any stored story in the system, the stories are presented
with a fully Kappa object-oriented Graphical User Interface (GUI). This aids the user and
allows access to the required knowledge by interaction with the prototype in a natural way.
Appendix E provides commands on how to run the prototype
The sequence of events are shown in the event diagram in Figure 8 1 Once the user starts
executing the events diagram, the system displays available stories for the user to choose from
This can be shown in the event 'GetStorylD which has an embedded menu of the available
stories 1. By clicking at the required story, the system automatically load that story as Figure
8 2 shows. The 'GetArabicInterrogative' event starts by displaying an input screen for the user
1 The traffic accident stories are defined by combination keys of: Location. Date, and Time
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to fill in the Arabic interrogative, the 'BreaklntoWords' event starts breaking the interrogative
into individual words for analysis.
Figure 8.1 The Event diagram
•w
The next stage is to recognise those words, the process of the event 'RecogniseTheWords'
1.1V
will take place and any offending words will be pointed out Once the words have been
recognised, the 'GetAllFeatures' event reads each word's Thematic-object/features from the >'
id
lexicon. This process will also identify the required objects, their attributes, and their values
for each word in the interrogative, this comes about as the result of combining the object
model, and the lexicon.
At this stage, the system decides whether the overall words of the interrogative are within the
domain or not. If it is not, the 'OutOfDomain' event highlights the words with some feedback,
and then terminates the query If the interrogative has sufficient words to qualify it to stay
within the domain, but with some unrecognisable words, the process will continue and the
offending words will be pointed out
IPllil
Diagram Edit Execute Instrument Tool Options
Event Diagram InterrogativeSystem In Domain Trafflc_Feb
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Getsto ry IDDialog
London05 Nov 19*
[Morocco 05 Apr 15
Time 05 Apr 1996 s
Figure 8.2 The Stories available
Having obtained an interrogative within the domain, the next stage is the parsing stage. The
event 'Parsing' can currently deal with Arabic interrogatives using two word orders: verbal
and nominal The particular properties the parser can recognise depend upon the lexicon.
More syntactic/semantic features can be accommodated by augmenting the lexicon. The
execution order of the general operations of the Parser, currently deals with the agreement
system of Arabic as it has been illustrated in chapter three and four
8.3 Question-Answering System and Inference
The first step towards finding the meaning(s) of a given interrogative is to assign to it some
structures, such as LFG structures, that will be useful for further processing Engineering a
language is, in fact, the analysis of a given sentence, where the analysis not only recognises the
words of the sentence but also assigns to it a construction in the proposed language The
output of this analysis, if successful, would be a structure outlining the words in the sentence
and their syntactic features. This analysis can be stretched even further to the semantics of
these words, so the output structure can include both the syntactic and the semantic features
Furthermore, this analysis can be stretched to include the domain knowledge i.e. the common-
sense domain knowledge deduced from what has been said Thus giving the actual meaning of
the sentence, and subsequently, helping in a major way in obtaining the correct answer from
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the knowledge base Hence, the task in this section is not only to parse an Arabic
interrogative, but to 'combine' the syntactic, semantic, and the domain knowledge structures
in order to form a constructive formula to interrogate the knowledge base.
8.3.1 F-Structure Presentation - the Syntactic Level
The system produces complete F-Structure for the interrogative including the syntactic
features such as, feminine or masculine, and their agreement system which has been shown in
chapter three and four The constituents of the F-Structure contents come from the parsed
interrogative words stored in the Lexicon. Each constituent appearing in the F-Structure has a
category. The category has a category-name and a list of feature values. Figure 8.3 shows a
typical complete F-Structure for the following interrogative:
Who caused the accident 9
( maan huwa mosabebe alhadth? y>j*)
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The Functional Structure
(maan) (Masculine, Feminine)
(mosabebe) (Subject, Obl Arg) i (Sing, Masculine, Past)ji/erh(Predicate) 1
(Subject)
(alhadeth) (Masculine, Sing)
(MascuBne)(PRED, Pronoun) (howa)
(Name)
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
Figure 8.3 A Complete Functional-Structure Presentation
8.3.2 S-Structure Presentation - the Semantic Level
The system produces a complete S-Structure for the interrogative Argment-2 of the S-
Structure, as Figure 8.4 shows, will be filled by the semantic features provided by the lexicon
Knowing the semantic features of each word, the system will determine a list of features
associated to this word As it has been explained in chapter seven, once the semantic features
have been met, the answer can be generated automatically. Figure 8.4 shows the semantic
features of the above interrogative
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(mosabebe)
("The semantic ol ("The Declarative Presentation")
(maan) (Name) (Human, Anirra
(mosabebe) ("«e,t>,sv><t, (Cause Accidei (Human, Anim;
(alhadeth) ("<<e,t>,sv") (Traffic Accic (Human, Thing;
(Human, Anim;(howa)
Figure 8.4 A Complete Semantic Structure Presentation
8.3.3 K-Structure Presentation - the Common-sense Knowledge Level
The prototype produces K-Structure only if the interrogative needs one In other words, if the
semantic is not enough to obtain the answer as we have seen in chapter seven, the prototype
generates K-Structure based on the knowledge we have so far from the S-Structure and the
object model with the appropriate Knowledge Domain Rules This knowledge can be captured
by applying the rules to the current analysed text and inflated with deduced common-sense
features. Consider the following interrogative:
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Did the driver of the registration number OAHAM-28 get killed 9
(hal gutila saeeg alseara raggam OAHAM-28 ijUJi jJL- Ja J a )
Figure 8 5 shows the K-Structure for the above interrogative The Figure demonstrates how
and where the correct answer can be obtained by applying the appropriate common-sense
domain knowledge rule. For example, the declarative story in Appendix B (under heading
"London ") alone will not be enough to answer the interrogative above i e whether the
driver has been killed or not. From the fist instance, the user might think that the driver has
been killed as a result of the accident But by applying the rule, and since this car is a foreign
car, we find out that the driver location of this car is on the left, i.e. a left-hand-driver car, and
the damage, as a result of the accident, was on the right-hand-side of the car. Therefore, the
person who was killed was the passenger who was sitting on the right i.e front passenger seat
not the driver seat.
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CommonSenseDomainKnowledgeStructure
FRED<( SnfemjgaliveType) ( Interrogative Mucles)
("The Declarative Presentation")Interrogative Nudes Nucle-1
IBfttHKlM iprnmaiM mNi
H NyiJOilsetscaJ!Hvematlf
r, Traffic Accident, Driver)hadeth, hadeth
(TrafficAccident)
Cordinatt
miner
GsieryP^sfentafjoi
Attribute Hame(s)
| Car, Traffic Accident
I(Car) (Left_Right_Driver)
( BritishorForeign)
JsSDOilSlI
Figure 8.5 A Complete Knowledge Structure Presentation
Answer Presentation
As we have seen from Figure 8 5, there are two methods by which the prototype retrieves the
answer, namely, a Pre-Determined, or On-line deduction All answers are determined by Rules
whether they are linguistic rules or domain specific rules Rules are grouped into sets The
ideal way, as chapter seven shows, is to give one set of rules to each question type In the case
of interrogatives with two types of question e g when and where questions, the system
triggers the control of these sets in order to answer these questions Figure 8 6 shows how the
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system presents the answer to the user The Figure also shows the name of the Thematic-
objects), Attribute(s), and their values for convenience
Answer(s)Isas follows
WltSRst®
hal gutila saeeg alseara raggam OAHAM28
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
Fre-Determm Answer: 8
ValueAttribute nameObject flame
(Car, Car, Traffic Acci
On- line Deduction Answer;
* ' "ftd&m!
f$ameObject ffeiTse
(Foreign)
Figure 8.6 Answer Presentation
8.4 Different Newspaper Stories and Sample Runs
Most of the traffic accident stories experimented with in this prototype are published real
traffic accidents. They have been taken from Arabic and English newspapers. These stories can
be seen in Appendix B
The sets of interrogatives used to interrogate the prototype, have shown the scope of the
prototype In constructing this prototype, our aim was not only to measure its efficiency, but
to show that our theoretical computational linguistic analysis of the Arabic interrogative can
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be interpreted in a model QAS, and that it is indeed efficient enough to be used in practical
applications.
The interrogatives have been utilised as specimens to prove the implementation of our
theoretical work in order to retrieve answers. The following specimens have been
experimented with, and show the real depth of the prototype, the example runs of these
specimens can be seen in Appendix C. More interrogative types from other languages can be
easily augmented to this prototype for experiments by including their features in the lexicon.
Questions with answers
Questions with no answers
Questions with more than one answer
Questions with quantifiers
Questions with ambiguity
Questions with agreement problems
Questions with different word orders
Questions with out of domain value
Questions with multiple constituent answers and co-ordination
Questions with co-ordination phenomena of verbal gapping
8.5 Summary
This prototype has identified and opened up areas for future research towards processing
Arabic. This may involve the use of a morphological analyser as a front-end to the prototype,
generating sentential answers i.e. Natural Language Generation instead of constituent answers,
thus paving the way for future developments
The process of implementing this prototype highlighted some interesting observations, such as
the relationship between the Object Model and the Lexicon Although NL provides vast ways
of asking questions about the same story, the linguistic and the Domain specific Rules show
the power in answering these questions in a rather surprising way For example, as long as the
words have the same meaning, to the prototype, they eventually lead to the same Thematic-
object name and to the attribute name, this will consequently lead to the same answer
Therefore no matter how the question has been phrased, the user will eventually get the same
answer.
Furthermore, although the user should observe Arabic word orders and the arrangement of
interrogative words, if this order is not respected, the prototype, after alerting the user, can
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still provide the answer Therefore, the combination of objects behaviour in the Domain Model
with the LFG Structure rules, has resolved most, if not all, common ambiguities found in NL
for that domain and enhanced the understanding ability of the proposed prototype
Chapter 9
Conclusions, Future Developments, and Industrial
Applicability
9.1 Conclusions
The overall objective of this research has been the development and implementation of a
Question-Answering System in Arabic (QASA), (an area which has not, until now, been
investigated in any real depth) using a computational linguistic approach. In order to
achieve our objectives, we have adopted existing theoretical approaches and also put
forward theoretical proposals of our own as a contribution to enhance and give substance to
the understanding of both QASA and QASs in general.
The proposed model, in chapter seven and eight, and the project as a whole represent the
first step in a very ambitious area of research. This project is far more significant and far-
reaching than a first glimpse at its objectives might convey, since during the analysis of
Arabic interrogatives, chapter three, four, five, and six, it has uncovered many problems
which might prove significant in areas of further research related to QASs.
The project's implementation, chapter eight, rests on a series of fundamental theoretical
ideas, widely accepted in the field of Computational Linguistics. The discussions in the body
of this thesis have attempted to integrate these ideas with the overall objectives of this
work, resulting in a QAS which integrates syntax, (chapter three and four), semantics,
(chapter five), and common-sense domain knowledge, (chapter six) This has resulted in a
prototype model for understanding Arabic interrogatives. It is this that distinguishes our
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model from other systems. The novelty of this project lies in the amalgamation of the
following:
Firstly, the adoption of the LFG theory to linguistically analyse the constituents of the
interrogative, with a view to gaining a broader understanding of the linguisticstructure of
its constituents. This theory has been partially extended in order to accommodate the
interrogative verbal gapping phenomena of Arabic Co-ordination, (chapter four and five).
Traditionally, QASs have relied on subset of NLP techniques instead of adopting a proper
Computational Linguistic theory to analyse their data We have argued for the use of a
Computational Linguistic theory, [Yama-98] and [Al-Kh-96], as a main component of
NLQASs which has given our own project more linguistic substance, thus enhancing one's
understanding of the theoretical issues of NLs. By adopting the LFG theory to analyse the
Co-ordinated interrogatives of Arabic, it appeared that the expressive means at the disposal
of the traditional LFG was not enough to accommodate the verbal gapping phenomena of
Arabic and that a certain expansion of the LFG theory mechanism was necessary, [Yama-
94a], This expansion has accommodated the following interrogative co-ordination
phenomena:
1. verbal interrogative Co-ordination appearing with verbal gapping;
2. nominal interrogative Co-ordination appearing with verbal gapping;
3. multiple verbal interrogative Co-ordination appearing with verbal gapping;
4. multiple nominal interrogative Co-ordination appearing with verbal
gapping.
The conclusion then, is that the traditional LFG does not have the formal apparatus to
encode the properties of the above phenomena. Thus, the (T PRED = -l PRED) equation
has been introduced to overcome this problem. Furthermore, to enforce the agreement in
the two word orders, a further equation has also been introduced, namely, the (T AGR = -l
AGR). This has ensured the gender agreement in both word orders The equation (T TNS =
I TNS) has also enforced the tense attribute value of the second Co-ordination In the same
way, these equations have also accommodated multiple Co-ordination As a result of this
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formal extension, a complete, coherent, and unique F-Structure has been formally devised
to complete the linguistic analysis of the interrogative, more details are in chapter four and
[Yama-94a],
Furthermore, although this thesis considers both the syntax and the semantics of
interrogatives, the traditional LFG theory once again, has no formal account for the
semantic structure of the interrogative. In order to formulate the semantics, we have
proposed an S-Structure for the interrogative and the Co-ordinated interrogative based on
[Halv-88a] approach for the declarative and have extended it to accommodate the
constituents of the interrogative. This extension has also accommodated the semantic
features of the new Interrogative Language IntLang. The proposed interrogative S-
Structure has been used to form an interrogative formula, and not only presents the
semantics of interrogatives, but also formulates the shape of the expected answer from the
knowledge base
Secondly, it became apparent during our research that the semantics for the declarative is
not the same as the semantics for the interrogative [Groe-90] and [Engd-86] This prompted
us to gain a deeper understanding of the interrogative in general and the Arabic
interrogative in particular - in both word orders - and led to the proposal of a new IntLang
tailor-made for the interrogative, based on Montague's Semantics for the declarative,
chapter five and [Yama-98] It appeared that this declarative type theory could indeed be
extended to accommodate the interrogative type theory of IntLang We have investigated
aspects of the semantics of the constituents of the interrogative, and have adopted
Montague's <e,t> declarative type theory, extending this to accommodate the Intentional
type <sn> theory and the Extentional type <sv> theory of an interrogative The idea behind
this was to incorporate these two type theories in an attempt to form an Interrogative-Type
Theory as a basis for the proposed IntLang. The interrogative type <sn> theory serves as an
intentional slot name, and the interrogative type <sv>theory serves as slot value, i.e.
«e,t>,sn> Intentionally and «e,t>,sv> Extentionally. More details are in chapter five and
[Yama-98]. Therefore, this research (theory and project combined) can be viewed as one of
the first of its kind, in the sense that it deals with the Arabic interiogative using a
computational linguistic approach, creating a semantic framework for the interrogative, a
feature that no other system has used
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Thirdly the main extension of the LFG theory was the introduction of the K-Structure as a
common-sense domain knowledge, and the addition of a formal representation of the
Common-sense Domain Knowledge Structure (linguistic and domain specific rules), chapter
six. The proposed K-Structure provides knowledge representation fundamental to the task
of encoding Common-sense Knowledge about the Arabic language Furthermore, it
provides linguistic and conceptual knowledge organised into hierarchical associated
knowledge structures that are metaphorically related or otherwise used in linguistic
expression
K-Structure is a natural extension of the S-Structure, it determines not only the semantic
knowledge features of a sentence, but also how this knowledge can trigger another
knowledge associated with it. The knowledge structure presentations are organised into
hierarchies such as concepts, categories, which are constrained by using Grammar Rules in
the Lexicon, and common-sense domain specific deduction Rules. Again no other system
has used such power to overcome ambiguities found in Natural Languages.
Fourthly, chapters seven and eight present a prototype model which has been conducted by
developing a general Object Model for the traffic accident domain. This model has been
used to capture the functional behaviour of objects, the related verbal interactions and their
linguistic associations in a given query. The combination of object's behaviour in the
Domain Model with the LFG Structure rules, resolved most, if not all, of the common
ambiguities found in Natural Languages (NL) and enhanced the understanding ability of the
proposed system.
Since advanced publications in Arabic have only been materialised in recent years, in
comparison to English in Computational Linguistics, and since Arabic differs in many of its
linguistic aspects from the languages that dominate this research area, it requires its own
Computational Linguistic analysis and subsequently its own processing model. Such a
model must contain knowledge about the syntax and semantic of the constituents of
interrogatives and also knowledge about these constituents. Therefore, it is necessary to
combine this knowledge in order to design any QAS for Arabic.
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The Lexicon for Arabic interrogatives with which this project deals involves Arabic
interrogative verbal and nominal sentences. Since no previous Computational Linguistic
work of this scale has been conducted for the purpose of QAS in this domain, it was
necessary to restrict the study to these two types of interrogative categories whilst using a
complex language like Arabic. We therefore narrowed the focus of the project down to one
specific research area, namely the constituents of interrogatives in both Arabic word orders
and examined this area in considerable depth Nevertheless, although the scope has been
narrowed, the configuration of this project as a whole, is actually quite broad in its
specification. The project incorporates components such as interrogative syntactic analysis,
interrogative semantic analysis, setting common-sense domain specific and linguistic rules in
order to meet the computational demands made by this very specific area
We believe that the above Computational Linguistic approaches and the combination of
objects behaviour in the Domain Model with the LFG Structure rules, have opened a new
dimension to the understanding of NLs in general.
Given the above approaches, this research as a whole has achieved its initial objectives, in
that it has designed and implemented a modest model which represents a first step on the
way to a more industrial applications QASA in the future as the next section explains
9.2 Future Developments
It is clear that the proposed prototype in its present form can be applied to more than one
area. One area would be to apply it to the Machine Translation. For instance, users can
submit their queries in different languages where the information is stored in one knowledge
base. If the queries were in the English language, say, in the domain of tourism, the lexicon
can be extended to contain the English equivalent words of Arabic interrogatives for this
domain. The LFG syntactic module checks for syntactic features of both Arabic and English
in order to produce a complete F-Structure As for the semantic, the same strategy will be
followed in order to produce the S-Structure for both languages. In this respect, the role of
the common-sense module can help in resolving some ambiguities during the translation
between English and Arabic. The result is a complete translation of interrogatives to their
target language, in our case, Arabic This language will be the only language used to obtain
required answers from the knowledge base
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Recovery enabling to process queries in substandard Arabic shouldn't be difficult to
develop A bigger challenge is: incorporating elaborate pragmatic patterns for social
contexts (specially to enable the processing of more difficult interrogatives), the integration
with healthcare, logistic, police, legal, and traffic management ergonomic procedures,
whether computerised or not, and ensuring portability for dissemination - not necessarily
with Arabic as being the system's NL
A particularly interesting possibility is the integration with some legal evidence management
support system (e.g., MARSHALPLANE [Schu-97]), by customising it for the specific
technical domain for road accidents Rooted in forensic statistics, the application of A1to
legal evidence is a new sector within AI and law [Mart-98] In turn, the automotive sector is
established within the forensic sciences. [Pete-94] is in forensic automotive engineering for
the American Law [Boha-91] is on the role, in courts of, computer-aided accident
reconstruction Further research should proceed along two trajectories within NLP: the
pragmatic dimension of QAS and discourse analysis, and the modelling of interrogative
understanding.
9.3 Industrial Applicability
Driven by our initial motivation to design this project, which was prompted by our interest
in the contemporary aspects of the Arabic language and culture, and a desire to set the ball
in motion for the development of Arabic Computational Linguistics QAS, we came to
realise that the project would not only be useful as a foundation for further and more
specific research in Arabic language, but could also be used as an industrial QAS in a traffic
office in more than one of the Arab countries. To this respect, we have started approaching
the traffic office and the Hajj ministry in Mecca, the Pilgrimage Ministry Sj\jj)
in Saudi Arabia for a possible industrial implementation of this system
In a management or even operation research perspective, application to the road system and
hospitals during Pilgrimage seasons is an interesting challenge: seasonal load requires
sophistication e.g., in the selection of target hospitals able to provide appropriate care Such
a capability would make the tool even more interesting, because of its robustness, for
telematics for healthcare in general
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Perhaps there is even a potential for monitored vehicles: supposed cars venture into isolated
areas, e.g., the empty quarter of Saudi Arabia ^ ) Electronics monitoring is an open
area of research in Europe, e.g., in the development of automated driving system, or traffic
load monitoring. Here, monitoring would be done for safety. It could be integrated with this
tool for emergencies.
Finally, perhaps more importantly, future Computational Linguistic research in Arabic
interrogatives will now have a guiding reference It may well be the case that future Arabic
Computational Linguistic systems will resemble this model in a few details. If that is the
case, at the very least, referring to this research could help future researchers identify what
the Arabic computational linguistic system should comprise. It is our hope that the
theoretical proposals discussed in this thesis may have clarified some of the important
theoretical issues involved in processing Arabic interrogatives and contributed to a greater
understanding of the structure of the components of a QASA.
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^ ^ ^ £ \ ^ J a j a l j V I
Taken from Alsharq Al-wsat Newspaper 5. April 1996
Morocco j-Lui ^ (JjLo
^ i<--£_SJJj i.i ^g-3ojJ-ki. 4_]bk^ 4ajLaJ^-iu ^ ^ J pi
l_ila-uiallJ (j^a4_sl5jilAjjjjl-oSIA-iail .(jiSlj-a j CLillaxu
jl_^ijl 4_i_nj 'jlall ^jc- 'Ij dlilj't ^^JJIAj^LilljjiLou^C- AilaAxll(jjl^ joil (jjAjlc-l_jjlS
.- iM-v»UA^t
4JJ£J4JSXui]1^ini'nu Jl ^
T i m e^ j j
i A^il ^jj <JJ-axSI5AJ(jjllll4ilLllJJSJJ!4]jl=^>^ CxiSjjlljxi-iiijl j=kqC.4JJJJ ^
. ^1 \ CijajUbJ**!! yJUllpjJt ^ ^ JJlfr ' e ^J ^ J1'
^ ^ s^Ljj nir n<n Pic i^s ^ c>
\ »« / ,< AJL^ U t>c ojjjS ^ ^ J*
.?Jj]1 Ojlc-Lu ..rio.^ AC-LJ S^bjileiA4jjUaJjJI
caz-lui ^ U >3 ^ u1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ji£
. " ' L i - o 4V nT n l l^ ^ 34 j > — i j lj c . J ' U1
^ Oj>II <ji j i^jS m . r CiLui
diiSjiL; cUJI JLU! ?> JI ypi ^ ^ ^ Ljal ^ ui
<±:LaJ4 linij
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Sunderland ^
\ ^^ il*s (j-C-e^)ljid 1 <i,Vir- Ajoj^LuJi
|-|1, 1 eSjjd^ _j Jj-allllJ(j^ jfciTi") Cl±jl£LtdIgj-lilj(j-o(_gija
. Ijjlijl (jjjjj (JLUJOJAJVJ^lul
t \ ^^ L-aJju4_jjjc. ,^5-ic. ajKj mil^ -33VLuuS-ijjS ij^® ulillij
.vLl^LoixUkillj!**i'iKJ ^x.L^4lilall JaiA (_^3LiSIL_ka^a4llaxji"ia1)•->»j»JolliillojVxuilli—uiiA^S
J ^ *iA -K. jjjj -iLnjlJ}ijUll y^c. CLiSjikJojLLUJIiJllijLsAic-lA-ilii(jl ^AjLaoljillSaIIJdlljL^j
BjUjJI CoslLlja Alikll.Ll&W a=o^ l^iSlj Cj^UJI L-ia^o
. jljJ £^aJ
JjjLaJl JS* JMjC-jA j^all ^Ikijlj jj-allIjxjlui jjill 4AkLall(jl^u 0* Ajajjill>1A.>>ij
^i:~'..,A\Jl VfrliiJ SlpJldijli J3Clijl£^ \jU q£}j JU>jj I^LojI j
«.\ j^ q-a ^X jJI ^ XL Uijl aa U UUIj ^Ijli J^llj jl Jb 'ojUI j
. LA^JjLk^a! AjtiAx^ajl
London
SLij ^ Aij OAHAM-28 t ^ ^ t ^
i_uLaJIi> SjU^I j ^
. j£jj ^ JJ=. Jjfc t> SjUoJlC y £ J ^ ^ LK 1^1 U1
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Runaway Does Major Damage - NEWS Shopper Wed. Nov. 16 1994
L-wo j cjIJUSI^ y.^;l*j^ j ^LiJuJkL.j^LJl Jlj
' — J a j ' U - l [ss . ? U l cC - i i lL g j i j\8 ^IT^31(JjLi
UOiPd^-sj "I:£° 5^-LJlj ^Jbj ukx o ~ l^o j sulil sift
^ £_- i^>* fijcr* ^^ Ob"jL^
"— — t A -^V<—> 4«b-C.2jj y tUlp Y1 ja*J I ^ £ _ L >(^ iilj (Jc* ^ _ ^ ) 8
•^5L^Ui?-^_; (j—' ^Jj^"^ y y si^-l fl; dJJij da,tosLiUIeji SU.^i<bjLw^
£ * 8 j^ ^ Ji dJJi -UJJii J»j"ii-i'X~» 5iku:.(iSjfc*Jljf) ^ys-i^JkiJl i^-l jvJyj
lj'_?"': ) 8jW~"4_4jL^Ul.... (_5 a ^il 4jU*ii3j^ _P ^ 4 j b
J~ij^) ^y c^-^-t oij t^^Jl j obLfl y- ^1*3 £*Ao5ilaj:. JJ^jlfC* ^y
j .ajly&jpvj^Ul^b 1y±~<£>\ \y 15"(Jlij^i 4jejji 0^
(3-i^— la-i (j,l (_jls'^]1 jj—^ 4_lil>-c—pr^»-jj<ljl^l*l oiili-l (3 ^ cuji (3j -laii
C—S'y-j j-~u4j3j— 8 CjIjL-a' oJL*j.- ^.lU.^ljL(jJL»iy (J^**" '"JJ (j•
—;C—/"-i/?.,^1 »jL«JO-^-UiwIj»-J JaJL?-C~o—iJbli—^^ jUJI j>P
0l5L^ (j a JJ*>J'djli-l L«l14aoUUsi J^"j y" O^ijl(ji?yJ Jij iJ>^ ^
0>^ aal*:Ct^njA^e 0^ -laAi 4j14_L?(J J ' -<^l J^i
^ 1f l j J JJZ.Jl •" [j-~J~^J ^ 1 iLi^lS'lJjt; ^(j* (3 ^ Jj
4_)jJ «Jjf J I ^ ^» ^r C^ol_i-l C-JLS' llCJL-jyJl^J-S'0^cJ^—*Lo (^JjN^ 2J-$*^
. ( \ A <—T—\ ^ Y NY ) oJIA ^jLP (JJ -^ - ' J^*1) j3-
Runaway Does Major Damage - NEWS Shopper Wed. Nov. 16 1994
A quiet residential street was shattered by two major road accidents in the space of
two hours last week. One driver is still seriously ill in hospital with head injuries while
a number of cars and a coach were either written off or badly damaged, and the front
wall and porch of one house were demolished The drama began in Okehampton
Crescent, Welling, at 6.45pm last Wednesday when an Austin Allegro and a Sierra
Cosworth crashed head-on. The driver of the Allegro, Anthony Hill, aged 26 of
Wricklemarsh Road, Blackheath, had to be cut out of the wreckage of his car by
Plumstead firefighters. He was taken to Queen Mary s hospital, Sidcup, and then
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transferred to the Brook, where he was said on Monday to be out of intensive care and
improving The driver of the Cosworth, Julie Underwood of Northumberland Avenue,
Welling, suffered facial injuries, and was released from Queen Mary's last Friday Four
children in the car suffered minor injuries Just two hours later, while police were still
on the scene dealing with the accident, a runaway coach rolled backwards down
Exmouth Road after the brakes failed It hit a number of cars, smashed into the back of
an unmarked police car, careered across the road, smashed through a front wall, hit a
car parked in the driveway and then hit the house, demolishing the porch Two officers
in the police car suffered whiplash injuries, but the coach driver from Berkshire was
unhurt. Police say that fortunately 30 children from a school in Middlesex had been
taken off the coach earlier in the day after a mechanical fault had been discovered
Police are appealing for witnesses to the first accident and say all the vehicles involved
are now being examined Anyone who can help should telephone Police Sergeant
Saunders on 081 301 1212
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The following is list of 51 interrogatives.
1. Question type Ayna jjJ
jjI ayna alhadeth
ayna howa alhadeth
ayna heia alhadeth
£»j jjI ayna wagga alhadeth
ayna waggat alhadeth
£»j jj I* ayna wagga alhadetha
4-oli-ic-*Sjjjl ayna waggat alhadetha
cUoU-iJb>ry ayna ujad alhadeth
^jUJl y jjI ayna ujad alshara alskanny
c-obU£fj j ^y. ui1 ayna ujad alshara alskanny wa ayna wagga alhadeth
^jLJi jjI ayna alshara alskanny
cupui ^jLiJl jjI ayna alshara alhadi
i ayna murtakeb alhadeth
** <^> \ ojUJi j?L- jA ayna joriha saeeg alseara raggam ABC
& jj I ayna alshorta
OyUl^l jA ayna aletfaeen
2. Question type Mata
eobU js> jj> mata ablagga aan alhadeth
jj> mata wagga alhadeth
ciobU jj> mata wa ayna wagga alhadeth
ji-j U-i£>j jj> mata wagga alhadeth wa mata alestdam
cioU-l jj\ j o:>U-l£>j mata wagga alhadeth wa ayna wagga alhadeth
&yJt cj jj > mata hatharat alshorta
jy'UJl j.jiA mata hathara aletfaeen
JsU^I mata hathara alessaf
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3. Question type Who JiS
,juS" kefa wagga alhadeth
4. Question type Is Jj*
c-obU J a hal wagga alhadeth
Ja hal wagga hadeth
j J a hal gutila saeeg alseara raggam OAHAM-28
5. Question type Who y
ciobU jf- ^Lija maan ablagga aan alhadeth
oobU ja maan mosabebe alhadeth
c-oU4 y«>ja maan howa mosabebe alhadeth
c-obLi ^ ja* maan heia mosabebe alhadeth
ja maan almusabeen
OyUaii^ maan hom almusabeen
O^UaliJT ^ ja maan hom kul almusabeen
6. Question type Why lili
cuoU-l Iill lematha wagga alhadeth
7. Question type
o^U-l y>L-mahowa sabab waggooa alhadeth
ooU-t u* ma hea sabab waggooa alhadeth
y Uma hea nataeag waggooa alhadeth
iioU-1 u* ma howa nataeag waggooa alhadeth
oobU ^4 ^ u ma heia imkanat tajanob alhadeth
j±S\iJipt. ma adad alshorta
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8. Question type fe J
ooU-i £>j ^jb <J\ j fe ayy shara wagga alhadeth
ooli-l j\3(j\ j fe ayy tareeh wagga alhadeth
9. Question type Kam ^
oiUi J jcJ\ ^ kam istagraga alhadeth
^ kam almusabeen
Jbili i-xppS'kam adad algatla
^ ^ kam adad almusabeen
^ ^ kam alshorta
& ^ kam adad alshorta
ctoU-l j ^ kam adad almukteen fe alhadeth
Jj*r i j i ^ ^kam adad alatfal allatheena kano fe searat joly
j I i-ip oir ^kam kana adad alatfa allatheena fe searat joly
j Iy\Z jjJJi J \ ^ ^kam adad alrukab allatheena kano fe alseara raggm PARXXX
PARXXX il
)\ iap oiT ^kam kana adad alrukab allatheena kano fe alseara raggm PARXXX
PARX.XX j ^
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We have experimented with different types of questions There are more than two hundred
question set-ups in order to test the prototype
This appendix provides some selected interrogatives For each interrogative, an F-Structure,
S-Structure, K-Structure, are given including the answer. The following are interrogatives
taken from the list of questions in appendix B
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1 Where is the residential street and where did the accident happen^
(ayna ujad alshara alskanny wa ayna wagga alhadeth ooU-i ^ J ^ J)
1.1 The Functional Structure Presentation:
(ayna) (Masculine, Feminine)Foesis
(wagga)
(u/ad)
(Subject, OblArg) (Sing, Masculine, Past, Singrerb (Predicate)
" " "
(Subject)
(alshara)
(aUiadeth)
(Masculine, Sing)
(PRED, AtJj) (alskanny) (Masculine, Sing)
(Com) (Masculine, Feminine)
PrkNil
wwimn••WAHI'J.iU'u.
(Location)
Bs
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
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1.2 The Semantic Structure Presentation
(wagga)
(ujail)
("The semantic ol ("The Declarative Presentation )
(ayna) (Location) (Human, Aniim
(wagga)
(ujad)
("«e,t>,sv><t, (Traffic Accide (Human, Anim;
(alshara)
(alhadeth)
("<<e,t>,sv") (Car, Traffic (Car, Humai
(Road)(Property)(alskanny)
(Object, and, C
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1.3 The Answer Presentation:
Hie Interrogative(s): jja y na u i atl alshara alskanny wa ayna wagga alhadeth
("All Words Have BeenRecognised")
Fre-Detemiin Answer
Attribute Name Attribute ValueObject, Name
(Okehampton)(Car, TrafficAccifSent (Location)
On-Line Deduction Answer
Attribute valueAttribute NameObject Name
Appendix C. Example Application Runs
2. When and where did the accident happen"?
When did the accident happen and where did the accident happen^
(mata wagga alhadeth wa ayna wagga alhadeth ^U-l ^ J . -jj jj . )
2.1 The Functional Structure Presentation:
; - i;Y:-
:,§SipjEll
(ayna, mata)Focus
j</erb(Predicate)
(Subject)
(alhadeth)
(Cord) (Masculine, Feminine)
PrkNil
unju^i ^ ^ yi;,
(location)
(Start Time. Flnish_Tsme)
' ' ' r \ " '
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
ssfi
•
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2.2 The Semantic Structure Presentation
(wagga)
itiyiHiti•'t Tr.'uii mi'iIiWui
("The Declarative Presentation ")("The semantic 01
favna, mata ('<<e,t>,sv>") (Accider (Human, Anim
(wagga) f "«e,t>,sv><t, (Traffic Accide (Human, Anim;
(alhadeth) ( "<<e,t>,sv") (Traffic Accic (Human, Thing:
BW8B
(Object, and, C
virwm wwMtwww;
mimmmwm
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2.3 The Answer Presentation:
y:\
The Answer(s) is as follows
The interrogative (s): J mata wa 99 a alhadetb wa ayna wagga alhadeth
("AllWords Have BeenRecognised")
Pre- Determin Answer:
Attribute Name Attribute ValueObject flame
9 Nov I9P4 16:00(Traffic_Acci(ient„ G*mj (Accident Star
On-line Deduction Answer:
Attribute ValueAttribute NameObject Name
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3 Did the driver of the registration number OAHAM-28 get killed'*
( hal gutila saeeg alseara raggam OAHAM-28 ^ SjLJi jju jd j* )
3.1 The Functional Structure Presentation:
The Functional Structure
| (Masculine, Feminine)Focus
(gutila) (Subject, Obl_Arg) (Sing, Masculine, Past)rerfj (Predicate)
(Subject)
raggam, alseara, sa (Sing, Feminine, Sing, Masculir
PrkNil
i
'• If ' •>
MmiHUB
msmsmli
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
WM>
imiibiu**«'rsmaui
MmKma
•1 W fmsMli|| iili
wfflmMMiBR
iwW mWimifmwmmmm
nil XtMMiMm 1ft
#11mm«§ —
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3.2 The Semantic Structure Presentation:
2#lXrtKaii/i
| | (gutila)
("The semantic ol ("The Declarative Presentation")
(Human, Anim?
^ttshataTOfftur.
(gutila) f"<<e,t>,sv><t, | (Traffic Accide (Human, Anirm
(OAHAM28, r*[ (M «e,t>,sv n ) (Car, Car, Tra [ (Number, Vehk
aaaas&a^oiafl»iwa;<aiaaflraMi«K^^mmmmmna
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3.3 The Knowledge Structure Presentation
PREO<( interrogative Type) { Interrogative Huci
("The Declarative Presentation")Interrogative Nucles
OommortSense Hypothetical Thematic 'Roll
Car, TrafficAccident, Drivt(raggam, hadeiMourns
(TrafficAccident)Verbs
junlinator
Pronour
Determiner I
Query Presentation
Object f'lame{'
Car, TrafficAccident. (Yes, No)Pra-Deteirhinei
(Left_Right_Dri ver)
( BritishorForeign)On•UseeDeduction|
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3.4 The Answer Presentation:
The interrogative (s)'
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
Pre-Determm Answer:
(Car, Car, Traffsc Accs
• - r-
*'
T <* *•
- - , . . • -On-Line Deduction Answer:
AUrSHiteValueNameObject Items
(Foreign)
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1eQuestion number four has an Arabic agreement problem between the pronoun and the verb
between masculine and feminine The pronoun is given for the feminine, where the verb is for
masculine The system solves this problem and gives feedback to the user on where about the
problem has occur 1
4 Who caused the accident to happen 9 (maan heia mosabebe alhadeth juoU-i
The Parser feedback:
Syntactic Agreement Problem
Your Interrogative is:
maan heia mosabebe alhadeth
The Noun(s):
The Syntactic Features of the Noun(s):
The Pronoun (s):
(((heia), howa), howa)
The Syntactic Features of the Pronoun(s):
(Masculine)
The VertJ(s):
(mosabebe)
The Syntactic Features of the Verto(s):
(Sing, Masculine, Past)
Without the changes, this, will violate the Coherent condition of
the F-Structure. Therefore, the agreement of the Nouns(s) has
been changed as indicated above. These changers , however,
will not affect the answer.
OK | Cancel
The (*) indicates that this interrogative is invalid
• \)
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4.1 The Functional Structure Presentation
lillllSlllllilli
1 < , V
•IIN'ilMfli*feat*!Jfeilti
(maan) (Masculine, Feminine)Focus
i/ert)(Predicate) ? (mosabebe) (Sing, Masculine, Past)(Subject, Obl Arg)
(Subject)
(alhadeth) (Masculine, Sing)
(Masculine)(PRED, Pronoun) ((heia), howa)
Wmiimm
(Name)
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
I
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4 2 The Semantic Structure Presentation
i&Mi&Uuu
mmm
The Semantic Structure
r-'--'-''' ' •••••V,'inn' i'
(mosabebe)PREDREL
("The semantic ol
(maan) ('«e,t>,sv>") (Name) (Human, Aninu
""
(mosabebe) ("<<e,t>,sv><t, (Cause Accidet I (Human, Anim
(alhadeth) ("<<e,t>,sv") [ (Traffic Accit | (Human, Thing
mSmm
(Human, Anlm((heia), howa) ("«e,t»,sv>")
WHWWWS3IW5WSSBHBmggjBB58il38CS8BH5WS5B3BS58B8B>
g§f$JI
rtPttWj'"
mmm&mmwmi&imimwmmmmamstitmsm
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4.3 The Answer Presentation:
iti* jrer.Wtirvr<rn'm.-;
HHSM The Answerfs) is as follows
maan heia mosabebe alhadethHie interrogative (s)
("All Words Have Been Recognised")
; vv:- " ' .
Pre- Determin Answer:
!Attribute Name?SgPOfelect Name jlgl
(Traffic Accident, Cau (Anthony, Hill)(Name)
On-line Deduction Answer
Object fferoe.
Iff• i
1»1
. Ij
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Linguistic Rules
The following particles sets are a continuation from chapter seven Each set contained its
interrogative, its F-Structure rules, and its S-Structure rules
The When (, Set
When did the accident happen? (ooU-i jl *)
F-Structure Presentation
The above interrogative has been presented in the F-Structure Figure D 1 It shows the
missing Obl-Arg i.e. the Thematic-object of the accident (oL»j ^ ). The
interrogative F-Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-categorisation of the predicate
happen ( £-ij ) The predicate is sub-categorised into Focus i.e. any interrogative tool, SUBJ
for subject, and Obl-Arg for any missing argument such as object, and the rule for this
interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = when )
followed by nominative past tense verb J* ^ )
followed by nominative Agent ({_
Then PRED sub-categorisation are
PRED = t SUBJ, t OBL ARG - Object ( * ) AND
Focus = when ( ouj ^ J d ^ ^ ) Where
t SUBJ is:
{SUBJ = happen ('
t OBL-ARG - Object is:
{OBL-Arg - Object = object circumstantial of Date/Time (ouj )•}
The rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure D 1 shows
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Focus: when
4j jjxjla
PRED < t SUBJ, TOBL ARG
SUBJ
OBL ARG
vJioL^-l4^ l\-j^ y*
)L*j ^2 —aj jxJl a
Figure D.l F-Structure
S-Structure Presentation
The F-Structure presentation gives us the predicate, the subject, and a hint of the attribute i.e.
Date/Time We still have no knowledge of what is the Thematic-object is By applying the
semantic rules we have the following:
If Focus = when ) AND
the PRED is nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ J«) AND
the SUBJ is nominative Agent )
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = T ARG-1 for argument-1, T ARG-2 for argument-2 Where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1 = when ( oi-; : j>), and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object }
Given the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure D.2 shows The S-
Structure has, therefore, located exactly where about the answer can be found Therefore, in
our domain, the answer will be the Date/Time of the predicate's Thematic-object accident as
the S-Structure, and linguistic rules illustrated this point
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PRED REL
"£»/' : Intransitive, human, animal, things
ARG-1
' . " • •i . • i.
cT" • J3
jU-i" : Occurrence of accident
ARG-2
Slot Value of accident Thematic-object
Answer = Date/Time: SV ot-j ^
Figure D.2 S-Structure
The How ( Set
How did the accident happen? (c-oU-i ^j LiS)
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F-Structure Presentation
The interrogative has been presented in the F-Structure Figure D 3 It shows the missing Obl-
Arg i.e. the object of the accident (Ju- - <0Jyjw ). The interrogative F-Structure has been built
by using the LFG sub-categorisation of the predicate happen ( ). This predicate (PRED)
can be sub-categorised into Focus, i.e., any interrogative tool, SUBJ for subject, and Obl-Arg
for any missing argument such as object, and the rule for this interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = how (US')
followed by nominative past tense verb J* ^ )
followed by nominative Agent (^ )
Then PRED sub-categorisation are:
PRED = T SUBJ, T OBL ARG - Object ( ^ ) AND
Focus = how ( Ju- aj JyjL. - y- j J* ^ (—1: ) W here
t SUBJ is:
{SUBJ = happen ( "oj U- i" w J l Jpu )}
T OBL-ARG - Object is:
{OBL-Arg - Object = object circumstantial of status (Ju- - -u ).}
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The syntax rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure D 3 shows This
structure is concerning the syntactic analysis of the interrogative But this analysis is not
enough to obtain an answer, consider the following semantic analysis in order to obtain the
answer.
Focus: how
PRED < TSUBJ, t OBL ARG ( ^ ) >
SUBJ
accident "o
OBL ARG
description Ju - ^
Figure D.3 F-Structure
S-Structure Presentation
The predicate of the F-Structure gives us, the subject, and a clue of what the attribute of the
object should look like i.e. status However, we still have no knowledge of what object name
in the domain model is the status for By applying the semantic rules we have the following:
If Focus = how (U^r) AND
the PRED is nominative past tense verb (^i J* J*0 AND
the SUBJ is nominative Agent )
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = T ARG-1 for argument- 1, T ARG-2 for argument -2 Where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1= how ( Ju * : Ij S) and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the subject Thematic-object }
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With the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure D 4 shows The S-
Structure has, therefore, located exactly where about the answer can be found Therefore, in
our domain, the answer will be the status attribute of the Thematic-object accident as the S-
Structure, and linguistic rules illustrated this point
PRED REL
/ : Intransitive, human, animal, things
ARG-1
'W ": Ju
oj U-i" : Occurrence of accident
ARG-2 Slot Value of the Thematic-object accident
Answer = Status: SV Ju - J
Figure D.4 S-Structure
The Why (lill) Set
Why did the accident happen^ (oobU £>j isil)
F-Structure Presentation
The syntax of the above interrogative has been presented in the F-Structure Figure D. 5. It
shows the missing Obl-Arg i.e. the object of the accident (jjy - ^ ) The interrogative F-
Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-categorisation of the predicate happen ( ).
This predicate (PRED) can be sub-categorised into Focus i.e. any interrogative tool, SUB J for
subject, and Obl-Arg for any missing argument such as object, and the rule for this
interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = why ( lid)
followed by nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ °^ J*»)
followed by nominative Agent c>u)
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Then PRED sub-categorisation are:
PRED = T SUBJ, T OBL ARG - Object ( ^ J) AND
Focus = why ( ^ J ^ jst j ^Ji js. ^ ^i; bii) Where
t SUBJ is:
{SUBJ = happen ( " d-r../y\\i ^ |
t OBL-ARG - Object is:
{OBL-Arg - Object = object circumstantial of status ( jjy - )•}
The syntax rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation as Figure D 5 shows This
structure is concerning the syntactic analysis of the interrogative. Consider the semantic
analysis in order to obtain the answer.
Focus: why
bU.: JU- 4j (J
PRED < T SUBJ, T OBL ARG
SUBJ
OBL ARG
Reason
Figure D.5 F-Structure
S-Structure Presentation
From the F-Structure we know the predicate, the subject, and an indication of what the
attribute of the object i.e. reason. We still have no knowledge of the Thematic-object in the
domain model. By applying the semantic rules we have the following:
If Focus = why ('lili ) AND
the PRED is nominative past tense verb (^i J* ^ J*») AND
the SUBJ is nominative Agent )
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Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = t ARG-1 for argument-1, t ARG-2 for argument-2 Where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1= why( : bd) and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object }
The semantic rule have created S-Structure as Figure D 6 shows. The S-Structure has,
therefore, detected where about the answer can be found Therefore, in our domain, the
answer will be the reason attribute of the object name accident as the S-Structure, and
linguistic rules illustrated this point
PRED REL
: Intransitive, human, animal, things
ARG-1
"ooU-i" : Occurrence of accident
ARG-2 Slot Value of accident object name. Therefore,
Answer = Reason: SV ^
Figure D.6 S-Structure
The Did, Is. Have, Has. Can ( I*) Set
Other set of particles we would like to demonstrate is the particle Did. Consider the following
interrogatives:
1 Did an accident happen 9 ( oju - i j* )
2 Did the car driver killed? (;
F-Structure Presentation
The above interrogatives, querying the occurrence of their subject/object For instance,
interrogative two looking for the subject, and if the subject found we would like to query the
states of that subject The F-Structure in Figure D 7 shows the presentation of the
interrogative in two The F-Structure has been built by using the LFG sub-categorisation of
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the predicate killed This predicate (PRED) can be sub-categorised into Focus i.e the
interrogative tool Did, the OBJ for object, and Obi Arg for any missing argument in this case
the missing subject, and the rule for this interrogative is as follows:
If interrogative tool = Did (J* )
followed by nominative past tense verb (^i Js- ^ )
followed by nominative Pro Agent Annexing Jpu )
followed by accusative Annexed ( )
Then PRED sub-categorisation are
PRED = TOBJ, t OBL ARG - SUBJ ( >u) AND
Focus = Did (J a ; j* ^ Js- ^ ^i) Where
t OBJ is:
{OBJ = car driver (; jLwJl aJ| <•5\ a^ k—5\«,i2a aj(J^ *3^
T OBL-ARG - SUBJ is:
{OBL-Arg - SUBJ = Status of the accident (*^1 J J*).}
Focus: Did
PRED "J*" < T OBJ, T OBL ARG (>u ) >
OBJ
OBL-ARG
jju - 4-11 j J*u Car driver
Status of the accident J - >i»
Figure D.7 F-Structure
The above syntax rule has successfully created F-Structure presentation in Figure D 7 This
structure is concerning the syntactic analysis of the interrogative Consider the following
semantic analysis.
S-Structure Presentation
The predicate, the object, and a reference of what the attribute of the subject i.e. the status of
the driver What about the Thematic-object, consider the following semantic rules:
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If Focus = Did ( Ja ) AND
PRED = about status of killing (oy AND
OBJ = noun in the case Annexing/ Annexed (4J1 j -
Then PRED REL (Relation) sub-categorisation is:
PRED REL = T ARG-1 for argument-1, T ARG-2 for argument-2 Where
ARG-1 is:
{ARG-1 = did (J* ^i), and the predicate's Thematic-object}
ARG-2 is:
{ARG-2 = the Slot Value of the predicate's Thematic-object.}
Given the semantic presentation, we have created S-Structure as Figure D 8 shows. The S-
Structure has, therefore, found precisely where about the answer can be Therefore, the
answer will be the status of the driver killed not killed jJc- I *Ju-)of the
Thematic-object Driver as the S-Structure, and linguistic rules illustrated this point
PRED REL
"J*" : transitive, human, animal
ARG-1
ARG-2
"^ uji jjl -" : Status of driver
Slot Value of Thematic-object Driver
Therefore, Answer = Driver - Status: SV
Figure D.8 S-Structure
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Log-in Guide
Running the Prototype
Prototype users and prototype developers are advised to consult all Kappa manuals. These are
available at the computer lab. Kappa and Object Management Workbench (OMW) package is
running on UNIX Sun/Solaris platform. The name of the Sun Station is (amigo). In order to
login into any Sun/Solaris machine, the user must have a login name that can access the
machine (amigo) if the user is running Kappa from a different machine This can be run from
any machine that can run Common Desktop Environment (CDE) Software Once this has been
set-up, the user must follow the following commands.
1. From any UNIX Solaris station run CDE software If the user is running Kappa from
(amigo) machine, commands 2 to 5 below should be ignored.
2. From the window manager of CDE, open CDE window (terminal), and type the following
command (xhost + amigo). This command identifies the machine (amigo) as a server that
contained Kappa/OMW package
3. Type (rlogin amigo)
4. Enter a user password Password can be obtained from the system administrator
5. Type (setenv DISPLAY 'the name of the machine e.g., (bond machine) followed by '0.0'
with no space between
6 Type 'omw -kappa' in any window (terminal).
7. At this stage the omw and kappa package runs and it may take up to five minutes depending
on the speed of the network
8. From the omw tools select 'load domain' option, after that add the directory path which is
(traffic/ourtraffic).
9. From the domain menu select 'traffic Feb' domain
10. The domain should take two to three minutes to load Then the system is ready to be used
Follow instructions from the screen
